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ABSTRACT 
Reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) has proven to be a successful method for improving 
the performance of a cross population and to increase the heterosis between populations. 
However, RRS has not been widely adopted by the commercial breeders because RRS is not 
as efficient to recover inbred lines as other methods of inbred development. Use of two 
inbred lines as testers instead of the opposite population as reciprocal tester in a modified 
RRS (MRRS) scheme could overcome this limitation. 
A breeding research program was initiated in 1974 at Iowa State University to evaluate 
the modified RRS procedure and RRS in BS21 and BS22 maize populations. The 
modification used inbred line A632 as tester for BS21 and inbred line H99 as tester for BS22. 
After six cycles of selection were completed in BS21 and BS22 using MRRS and RRS, an 
experiment was conducted to evaluate the response to selection. The populations per se, 
testcrosses to inbred testers, and crosses between cycle populations of RRS and MRRS were 
evaluated in replicated yield trials. 
There were significant increases in grain yield in all six cross populations as a 
consequence of selection. The rate of direct response was greater for the RRS procedure than 
for the MRRS [4.4, 1.6, and 2.8 %cycle*' for BS21(R)xBS22(R), H99xBS22(HI), and 
A632xBS21(HI), respectively]. RRS was as effective as MRRS for improving the grain 
yield of the populations in crosses with the inbred lines, but MRRS was not as effective as 
RRS in the improvement of the cross population BS21xBS22, with a significantly lower rate 
of increase in yield of 1.6%cycle'V Realized heritability and response to selection for yield 
were 25 to 50% of their predicted values. 
viii 
In this study there was no evidence that the genetic variance among testcrosses for yield 
was greater when using inbred lines as testers than when using populations as tester. The 
traditional RRS procedure was more effective than MRRS in improving grain yield in the 
cross population BS21xBS22. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) was proposed by Comstock et al. (1949) and has 
proven to be a successful method for improving the performance of a cross population and to 
increase the heterosis between populations. RRS, however, has not been widely adopted by 
the commercial breeders because RRS is not as eflBcient for recovery of inbred lines as other 
methods of inbred development (Russell and Eberhart, 1975). To overcome this limitation, 
Russell and Eberhart (1975) introduced a modification in the RRS procedure. They suggested 
the use of two inbred lines as testers instead of the opposite population as reciprocal testers in 
an RRS scheme. Line 1 is the tester for population A and line 2 is the tester for population B. 
The lines must be unrelated to the population that is under selection, but th^ may be related 
to the opposite population (line 1 unrelated to A but related to B and reverse for line 2). 
Reports by Homer et al. (1973; 1989) and by Russell et al. (1973) showed that inbred line 
testers were effective for improving general as well as specific combining ability. These 
studies also showed greater genetic variance among testcrosses when using inbred lines as 
testers compared with genetic variance among testcrosses that used broad genetic base 
populations as testers. The authors suggested that greater genetic gains were expected using 
inbred line testers compared with population testers. Use of an inbred line as a tester also 
reduces the problem of sampling in a heterogeneous tester. Another potential advantage of 
the modification proposed by Russell and Eberhart (1975) is that lines derived firom the 
improved populations using elite inbred lines as testers could be used immediately to produce 
hybrids in combination with the testers. 
2 
A breeding research program was initiated by W. A. Russell in 1974 at Iowa State 
University to compare the original and modified RRS procedures. He applied RRS in BS21 
and BS22, two synthetic populations adapted to northern-central Iowa. Simultaneously, he 
used the modification (MRRS) suggested by Russell and Eberhart (1975) in the same two 
populations using inbred line A632 as tester for BS21 and inbred line H99 as tester for BS22. 
A632 and H99 were elite inbred lines with above average combining ability at the time 
selection was started. 
In 1993 six cycles of selection were completed in BS21 and BS22 using RRS and MRRS, 
and an experiment was conducted to evaluate the response to selection. The objectives of this 
study were: 
1. to test the hypothesis of Russell and Eberhart (1975) that reciprocal inbred lines as testers 
should be more effective than reciprocal population testers in population improvement; 
2. to evaluate the direct and indirect response to selection in the interpopulation crosses and 
the populations per se for changes in agronomic traits that were considered during the 
testcross evaluation; and 





Heterosis, defined as the superiority of the cross over its parents, is a phenomenon widely 
exploited in maize (2ea mays L.) and in other crops since it was postulated by Shull (1908). 
The types of gene action that account for heterosis, however, are not clearly defined. 
Two main theories have been postulated to explain heterosis for yield: 
a. Dominant, favorable growth factors; and 
b. Physiological stimulation, allelic interaction, or overdominance. 
Both theories explain heterosis at the single gene level. The dominant theory is a 
MendeUan explanation first given by Bruce (1910) cited by Hallauer and NGranda (1988). The 
mean of Fi fi'om the cross between two pure strains should be greater than the mean of both 
parents if dominance is correlated with vigor and the number of dominant loci (AA or Aa) is 
greater than the number of recessive loci (aa). This idea is in agreement with the common 
association between recessiveness and reduced fitness. It explains heterosis in the Fi as the 
result of the masking effects of the dominant favorable alleles, coming fi^om one parent, over 
the recessive unfavorable alleles coming fi'om the other parent. The result is a reduction in the 
number of homozygous recessives in the Fi hybrid compared with both parents. 
The overdominance theory was first presented by Shull (1908) and explains heterosis by 
the heterozygous condition. East (1936) proposed the divergent alleles hypothesis (AiAi< 
AiA2<AiA3, etc.) that postulates that the heterozygote exceeds both homozygous parents. 
According to this model, vigor increases with the proportion of heterozygosis. Crow (1948) 
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emphasized that the superiority of the heterozygote over either homozygote could be 
explained by neomorphic mutations. In this sense, when crossing two unrelated parents the 
hybrid alleles might be acting on different substrates or giving different products and could 
result in the heterozygote being more extreme than either homozygote. Heterosis due to 
overdominance is not fixable by inbreeding. 
In general the dominance hypothesis received more support than the overdominance 
hypothesis. Hallauer and Miranda (1988) listed the main criticisms that the dominance theory 
has received in the past; 
a) If heterosis is due to the accumulation of favorable dominant alleles, then it must be 
possible to obtain inbred b'nes as vigorous as the best Fi; i.e., the heterosis observed in the 
Fi should be fixable by inbreeding. 
b) Under the dominance hypothesis a skewed distribution of a segregating population (F2) is 
expected. 
c) EarUer studies on the level of dominance on genes controlling quantitative traits in maize 
indicated that overdominance may be important (Robinson et al., 1949; Hull, 1952; 
Gardner et al., 1953). 
Other criticisms of the dominance hypothesis have been its inability to explain some of the 
results obtained from breeding and selection studies; 
d) The feilure of mass selection to improve grain yield of maize. 
e) The yield of some Fi hybrids exceeds that of the sum of both parents. 
Further research has given theoretical and empirical evidence against most of these criticisms; 
a) Jones (1917) explained that linkage of a few of the genes involved in the expression of 
that trait would make it almost impossible to recombine all of the dominant favorable 
alleles into one individual. Even in the absence of linkage, Lonnquist (19S2) estimated 
that if 20 loci are involved in the trait, more than 73 million acres would be required to 
grow enough plants from one population to get one plant homozygous dominant for all 20 
loci. 
b) Collins (1920) argued that skewness would be diflBcult to detect if 20 or more genes are 
involved. 
c) Later studies showed that overdominance is not the main source of genetic variance. 
Levels of dominance were overestimated due to epistasis and/or tight repulsion linkage 
phase of certain genes that were not broken with only one generation of random mating in 
the F2 population (Robinson et al., 1956; Moll et al., 1964; Moll and Stuber, 1974; Jinks, 
1983). Hull (1952) called this phenomenon 'pseudo-overdominance'. Mather (1949) 
demonstrated that it would be difiScuIt to differentiate between pseudo-overdominance 
and true overdominance if linkage exists between complementary genes. Linked 
complementary genes, producing enforced heterozygosity, may thus behave as a single 
overdominant locus. Heterosis due to pseudo-overdominance is not fixable by inbreeding 
unless the linkage disequilibrium can be reduced. 
d) Because of the modifications suggested by Gardner (1961) to reduce the environmental 
effects, Gardner (1961, 1969), Lonnquist (1967), Mareck and Gardner (1979), and Maita 
and Coors (1996) have demonstrated the effectiveness of mass selection. 
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e) Studies conducted by Russell (1991), Duvick (1977, 1992), and Lamkey et al. (1997) on 
yields of inbreds and hybrids representing diflferent eras from the 1930s until the 1990s 
show that the yields of hybrids and their parental inbreds increased during this period. The 
yield of the lines per se has improved and lines from the 1980s and 1990s had better yields 
than the yields of hybrids of the 1930s and 1940s. In some cases, however, the sum of the 
parental yields remains less than that of their corresponding hybrids. 
With the recent advent of molecular techniques, numerous studies are being conducted to 
determine the genetic basis of heterosis. Molecular markers were used to estimate genetic 
distances among inbred lines for classifying the lines into heterotic groups (Lee et al., 1989; 
Melchinger et al., 1991). Another goal was to establish associations of molecular markers 
with quantitative trait loci (Edwards et al., 1987; Beavis et al., 1991; Paterson et al., 1991). 
Linkage maps of molecular marker loci are available, and it is possible to identify and analyze 
the marker loci associated with quantitative trait loci. 
Stuber et al., (1987; 1992) and Stuber (1994) used molecular markers to identify and 
characterize quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting heterosis for yield in maize. For the cross 
population B73xMol7 they identified QTLs affecting yield on most of the chromosomes; the 
ones with the largest effects were on chromosomes 4 and 5. Their resuhs showed that the 
heterozygotes of these QTLs had higher phenotypic values than that of either homozygote. 
They concluded that the main gene action of these QTLs was either dominance or 
overdominance, but they also warned about the possibility of overestimation of dominance 
due to multiple QTLs within individual marker-linked region; i.e., pseudo-overdominance. 
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Cockerham and Zeng (1996) reanalyzed Stuber's data (Stuber et al., 1992), and they found 
evidence of fevorable linked epistatic complexes in the parental lines affecting yield. Th^ 
stated that cancellation of additive effects and aggregation of dominance effects due to linkage 
of several QTLs could explain some of the overdominance effects reported by Stuber et al. 
(1992). Later, Stuber (personal communication) performed a fine-mapping analysis of the 
QTLs that showed overdominance in a previous study, in order to reduce size of the interval 
to which the QTLs were localized. They found a QTL on chromosome 4 that explained 15% 
of yield variation in the population in which they were working, that was completely additive, 
and a QTL on chromosome 5 that explained 21% of the variation for yield with 
overdominance (or pseudo-overdominance) type of gene action. They could not clearly 
differentiate whether or not there is real overdominance for many important QTLs for yield or 
if it is pseudo-overdominance effects. 
A similar study was conducted by Xiao et al. (1995) in rice (Oryza sativa). In their study 
they used twice as many markers as Stuber et al. (1992) and they used BCiF? populations 
instead of BC1F3. Contrary to Stuber's study, most of the QTLs were detected in only one of 
the BC1F7 populations (dominance). For the QTLs that were detected in both populations, 
the heterozygotes had an intermediate phenotype between both homozygotes (additive and/or 
partial dominance). There were no instances where the hetero^gote was superior to both 
homozygotes; i.e., they found no evidence of overdominance. They explained heterosis for 
yield in rice as a consequence of dominance complementation. 
One possible explanation of the different conclusions from the two studies in maize and 
rice could be that true overdominance exists in maize and not in rice. Or, as Xiao et al. (1995) 
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suggested, it is more likely that pseudo-overdominance occurs in plants with higher 
frequencies of unfavorable recessives alleles. It seems reasonable to expect that the 
frequencies of unfavorable recessive alleles are higher in cross-pollinated crops, such as maize, 
than in self-pollinated crops, such as rice. 
Most evidence suggests that dominance is more important than overdominance in the 
expression of heterosis; however, there is still not adequate evidence to clearly rule out the 
hypothesis of overdominance as a plausible explanation for heterosis in maize. Studies 
conducted at the protein level have found that among the regulatory proteins identified thus 
^ all are multimeric proteins, with the heteropolymers exhibiting significantly different 
activities in comparison with the homopolymers (Dranginis, 1990; Herskowitz, 1992; Travers, 
1993). 
The possible role of epistasis and linkage in the genetics of quantitative traits has 
traditionally been difiBcult to elucidate, but may be very important (Otsuka et al., 1972; Stuber 
et al., 1973; Veldboom and Lee, 1994; Damerval et al., 1994; Lamkey et al., 1995). Several 
studies have identified loci which affect quantitative traits through epistasis (Damerval et al., 
1987, 1994; Mohan et al., 1997). These loci seem to act as regulatory factors imposing a 
multifactorial control of protein variation. Thus, the main explanation of heterosis may not be 
at the single gene level, but at a more complicated scheme that involves interactions among 
the whole genome. 
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Selection Methods to Improve Heterosis 
The controversy over the type of gene action involved in heterosis has stimulated the 
development of different selection methods to capitalize on different genetic effects. Relative 
to the importance given either to dominance or to overdominance to explain heterosis three 
methods of recurrent selection have been proposed for the improvement of quantitative traits; 
recurrent selection for general combining ability (Jenkins, 1940); recurrent selection for 
specific combining ability (Hull, 1945); and reciprocal recurrent selection (Comstock et al., 
1949). 
Jenkins (1940) realized that the genetic variance among So plants is greater than the 
genetic variance within Si progenies. He also realized that the general combining ability 
(GCA) of an inbred line (what he called 'yield prepotency') is fixed relatively early during the 
process of inbreeding (Jenkins, 1935). With this in mind, and assuming that the GCA depends 
on the 'number of dominant alleles favorable carried by the lines', he proposed the use of a 
broad-genetic base tester to select among Si lines and develop a synthetic with the selected Si 
lines. The synthetic obtained in this way can be improved following the same procedure. This 
method is known as recurrent selection (RS) for GCA after Sprague and Tatum (1942) coined 
the term GCA GCA designates the average performance of a line in hybrid combination with 
a group of other lines, and specific combining ability (SCA) is the deviation of certain 
combinations fi-om what would be expected on the basis of the average performance of the 
lines involved. It is assumed that GCA is a measure of additive gene effects and SCA 
measures non-additive gene effects. RS for GCA should be effective if additive gene effects 
and partial to complete dominance effects are more important than overdominance. 
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Hull (1945) proposed a method of recurrent selection that uses an inbred line as a tester, 
assuming that overdominance gene effects are more important than dominance efifects. Under 
this assumption Sprague and Miller (1950) demonstrated that if q is the average gene 
frequency in the tester, then the gene frequency in the heterogeneous population under 
selection will approach 1-q as a limit. Thus, the cross of the line x selected population would 
result in maximum heterozygosity and presumably maximum hybrid vigor. This method is 
known as RS for SCA. 
Comstock et al. (1949) suggested the reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) method in 
which two genetically divergent populations are improved simultaneously using the other 
reciprocal population as tester. They believed that it would be effective regardless of the type 
of gene effects present in the populations. Comstock et al. (1949) made a theoretical 
comparison of all three methods and concluded the following: 
a. With partial dominance RS for GCA and RRS should have the same improvement limits. 
This limit could be lower for RS for SCA unless the favorable alleles are present in both 
the tester and the population. The rate of improvement during the first cycles should be 
higher for RS for SCA. 
b. With overdominance the improvement limit should be the same for RS for SCA and RRS, 
but lower for RS for GCA. Therateofimprovement will depend on gene frequency. It 
could be higher for RS for SCA during the first cycles. 
c. With complete dominance all three methods will have the same limit of selection. RS for 
GCA could be less efficient if the tester was homozygous dominant at many loci. RRS 
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should provide the faster rate of improvement during the first cycles, but this advantage 
will be lost as both populations accumulate dominant favorable alleles. 
All three methods have been widely used to improve yield in maize since th^ were 
proposed. Hallauer and Miranda (1988) reviewed the experimental results reported in the 
literature related with the type of tester, and they concluded that, in general, selection based 
on either broad- or narrow-based testers has been effective for the improvement of the 
populations and the testcross performances. 
To obtain information on the relative importance of dominance and overdominance effects 
in maize, Sprague and Miller (1950) designed an experiment to test for relative importance of 
these genetic effects. They suggested that selection within two unrelated heterozygous 
populations, A and B, based on testcross performance using a common inbred tester C be 
practiced. After several cycles of selection the performance of the cross population AxB 
before and after selection and of the populations per se could be compared. They 
hypothesized that if selection has increased the fi-equency of dominant alleles (partial to 
complete dominance hypothesis), then the performance of the populations per se must be 
improved after selection (Ao < Ai < A„), and also the performance of the cross population (Ao 
X Bo < Ai X Bi < An X Bn). However, if selection has fixed recessive alleles for those loci 
where the tester C is dominant, emd for dominant alleles for loci where the tester is recessive 
(overdominance h>'pothesis), then the cross population AxB should not change after the first 
cycles of selection, but it should exhibit a decreasing performance after several cycles of 
selection, because the same alleles, aa or AA, would have been fixed in both populations. 
Under this last hypothesis, the changes in the perforaiances of the populations per se would 
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depend on the gene frequenQ' of the tester C. Under the overdominance hypothesis increased 
similarity of both populations, A and B, after selection is expected. Thus, if some level of 
heterosis is observed in the original cross population, Ao x Bo, this could be lost after 
selection. However, if the frequency of unfavorable recessive alleles in the tester C is high, an 
improvement on the performance of the cross population could be expected, but always this 
response is expected to be smaller than the direct response in the testcross populations (AxC 
and BxC). 
Sprague and Russell (1957) set up an experiment following the procedure of Sprague and 
\ffller (1950). They applied selection for yield in two maize populations, Lancaster and 
Kolkmeier, using the inbred line Hy as a common tester. Walejko and Russell (1977) reported 
the results of this study after five cycles of selection. They found no significant changes in the 
performance of Kolkmeier per se, but a negative rate of yield gain per cycle in Lancaster per 
se. They also observed a linear rate of yield gain for both testcross populations and the 
population cross. The yield gain was also observed when the populations were crossed to 
other testers. They concluded that overdominance effects were unimportant for yield in both 
populations. 
Russell et al. (1973) repeated the experiment with two other maize populations, Alph and 
the F2 of WF9 X B7. Inbred B14 was the common tester for both populations. After four 
cycles of selections they evaluated the cross populations, the testcross populations and the 
populations per se. They obtained results similar to those reported by Walejko and Russell 
(1977) and they arrived at the same conclusions. 
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The generally held idea was that the use of a narrow base tester would improve the SCA to 
the tester but would have little value for the improvement of GCA Experimental evidence, 
however, suggests that the use of an inbred tester is effective for both GCA and SCA (Darrah, 
1985; Homer et al.,1973, 1989; Russell et al., 1973; Sprague and Russell, 1957). 
Russell and Eberhart (1975) proposed a modified RRS procedure, based on the response 
to selection with the use of inbred testers. They suggested the use of two inbred lines as 
testers instead of the opposite population as reciprocal testers in an RRS scheme. Line 1 is 
the tester for population A and line 2 is the tester for population B. Lines 1 and 2 must be 
unrelated to the population that is under selection, but they may be related to the opposite 
population (line 1 unrelated to A but related to B). Use of an inbred line as tester reduces the 
problem of sampling in a heterogeneous tester. Another potential advantage of this 
modification is that lines derived fi-om the improved populations using elite inbred lines as 
testers could be used immediately to produce hybrids in combination with the testers. 
Russell initiated a breeding research program in 1974 at Iowa State University to evaluate 
the modified RRS procedure. He applied RRS in BS21 and BS22, two synthetic populations 
adapted to northern Iowa. Simultaneously, he used the modification suggested by Russell and 
Eberhart (1975) in the BS21 and BS22 populations, using inbred line A632 as tester for BS21 
and inbred line H99 as tester for BS22. 
Russell et al. (1992) evaluated the response to selection for yield in BS21 and BS22 after 
completing three cycles of selection using both selection methodologies. They concluded that 
the modified procedure was not successfiil in improving yield of the population crosses. 
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However, a linear gain was observed in all the cross populations. They expected to see more 
dejQnite trends after more selection cycles were completed. 
Heterotic Patterns 
There is a relationship between the parental background and the amount of heterosis 
expressed by the Fi (Moll et al., 1962, 1965). Based on this observation, heterotic groups 
have been identified as groups of lines with a common origin that show similar combining 
ability when crossed with lines that trace to a different population. 
Similar to heterosis, the development of heterotic patterns are dependent on level of 
dominance. Generally, it is assumed that heterosis depends on genetic divergence of the two 
parental varieties. Falconer and Mackay (1996) have demonstrated that heterosis relative to 
the mid-parent can be expressed as Sy'd, where y is the difference in allele fi-equency and d is 
the level of dominance. Empirical evidence suggests, however, that the concept of genetic 
divergence for maximum heterosis has limits (HTallauer and Miranda, 1988; MoU et al., 1962, 
1965). 
Among the best known heterotic combinations and the one most extensively exploited in 
the U.S. Com Belt is Reid Yellov/ Dent (RYD) by Lancaster Sure Crop. This pattern, 
according to Tsotsis (1972), is not the strongest one. He suggested that Midland by 
Lancaster, Leaming by Lancaster, and Leaming by Midland show significantly higher heterosis 
over both mid-parent and high-parent, than RYD by Lancaster Sure Crop. Other temperate 
germplasm that has not been as extensively studied as RYD and Lancaster Sure Crop is the 
Minnesota 13 population. According to Troyer (1996) ^/finnesota 13 is more important than 
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Lancaster Sure Crop as a source of elite inbred lines in the U.S. Com Belt, particularly in the 
northern United States. There are several elite inbred lines extensively used in hybrid 
combinations in the U.S. Com Belt derived from Minnesota 13 (Gracen, 1986), but there is 
limited information available on Minnesota 13 itself. 
Dubreuil et al. (1996) determined the genetic variability among and within some heterotic 
groups using RFLP markers and principal component and cluster anzdyses. They clearly 
differentiated between the European flint lines and the U.S. Com Belt dent lines. Within the 
U.S. Com Belt group the analyses also differentiate among RYD, Lancaster Sure Crop and 
Minnesota 13 lines. They also found that the Minnesota 13 complex was the most 
heterogeneous group of lines. 
Testere 
Choice of an adequate tester, whether it is to improve a population or for the evaluation of 
inbred lines, is a very important decision in a breeding program. The general definition of a 
good tester is one that combines simplicity in use, provides information that correctly 
classifies relative merit of lines, and maximizes genetic gain (Matzinger, 19S3; Rawlings and 
Thompson, 1962; Hallauer, 1975). 
Rawlings and Thompson (1962) gave some theoretical considerations in the choice of 
testers for the evaluation of mbred lines and concluded that genetic variation among 
testcrosses is dependent on tester gene frequency and level of dominance. They showed that 
if the tester gene frequency is 0.5, the genetic variation among testcrosses is equal for all 
levels of dominance. The maximum genetic variation among testcrosses will be with a tester 
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with ^vorable gene frequency of 0, unless there is no dominance. Allison and Cumow (1966) 
evaluated the choice of tester for the improvement of populations and their conclusions were 
sintiilar to those by Rawlings and Thompson (1962). The ideal tester should be homozygous 
recessive for all loci (gene frequency of 0). The parental variety (gene frequency closer to 
0.5) would always be a good choice because it always will result in some improvement of the 
population independent of the level of dominance. 
The primary goal of a breeding program is to improve the performance of a population in 
crosses; i. e., improve its combining ability, which increases the probability of deriving inbred 
lines suitable for use in hybrid combinations. The 'best tester' is not any line with a higher 
frequency of homozygous recessive alleles. If epistasis and/or overdominance have a role in 
heterosis, the tester must belong to the opposite heterotic group in order to exploit that 
epistatic interaction. 
Is an inbred line better than a reciprocal population as a tester? Comstock (1979) made a 
theoretical study to address this question. He compared both types of testers in terms of 
expected change in gene frequency based on testcross progeny selection. He concluded that 
both testers have similar expectation in change of allelic frequency but the variance of this 
expectation is smaller when using the population tester. Therefore, the population tester may 
be superior to the inbred tester, depending on gene frequency of the inbred tester. 
Cramer and Kannenberg (1986) compared selection response using inbred lines instead of 
the opposite population as tester in RRS via computer simulation. Assuming no epistasis, no 
linkage, and no genotype by environment interaction they found only small differences among 
tester types. In a model with only additive gene effects, the inbred line tester was superior 
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because of greater precision in measuring progeny means compared with the population 
tester. With dominance and overdominance, however, the population tester was superior, 
even though the genetic variance among testcross means was greater for the inbred lines. 
Their results support the theory of Comstock (1979) that predicts a small superiority of the 
population tester over the inbred line tester based on expected changes in allelic frequencies. 
Several studies have reported that the variation among testcrosses is greater when a 
narrow-base tester is used instead of a broad-based tester (Homer et al., 1973; Hallauer and 
Lopez Perez, 1979). Hallauer and Lopez Perez (1979) also found that the variability among 
testcrosses is greater when using a poor-performance line as a tester than when using an elite 
inbred line. However, their results also showed that an unrelated elite-line tester from the 
opposite heterotic pattern was as effective as the low-performance related tester in terms of 
variation among testcrosses. 
If other genetic effects are more important than additive effects in heterosis, the rank of the 
progenies evaluated in testcrosses with an unrelated inbred tester could be different than the 
rank with a low-performance related tester. Some evidence of this was presented by Ajmone 
et al. (1995) who detected different QTLs for yield in the same population by using different 
tester lines, and by Abel and Pollak (1991) when comparing the rank of maize populations by 
testers. Therefore, an unrelated elite line tester that is a good representative of the opposite 
heterotic pattern should be the appropriate choice to improve a population in an applied 
breeding program (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Material 
The BS21 and BS22 populations included in this study were synthetic cultivars developed 
by Dr. W. A Russell. He developed BS21 and BS22 to have materials adapted to northem 
Iowa for maturity. The BS21 synthetic is a cross of BS5, as a source of earliness, and BS20 
(Iowa Late Rootworm Synthetic) which contributes combining ability for yield amd root and 
stalk strength. BS5 includes Minnesota 13 germplasm (at least 36%), European Flint 
germplasm (at least 26%), and some Reid Yellow Dent germplasm (at least 24%). BS20 is 
mainly Reid Yellow Dent germplasm (at least 85%). Thus, approximately 54% of the lines 
that were used to form BS21 had Reid Yellow Dent origin; 18% originated jS"om Minnesota 
13, 13% originated from European Flint, and 15% came from other sources or unknown 
origin. 
The BS22 synthetic, originally designated as Iowa Early Synthetic #1, apparently has a 
genetic base as broad as BS21. Approximately 45% of the lines included in the synthesis of 
BS22 have Reid Yellow Dent origin, 13% Lancaster Sure Crop origin, and 9% Minnesota 13 
origin. The remaining 34% have unknown or other origins. Table 1 lists the inbred lines 
included in the BS21 and BS22 synthetics. 
BS21 and BS22 were used to initiate a half-sib reciprocal recurrent selection program 
(RRS), and at the same time they were used to initiate a modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection program (MRRS), following the modifications proposed by Russell and Eberhart 
(1975). 
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Table 1. Genealogy of BS21 (BS5 x BS20) and BS22 synthetic maize populations. 
BS21 (BS5 X BS20) (54%Reid Yellow Dent: 18% Minnesota 13 : 13% European Flint: 
15% others & unknown) 
BS5: (36% NDnnesota 13 :24% Reid Yelow Dent: 26% European Flint: 15% others) 
A625 = (B 164xH76)B 164(2) = (Indiana Reid x Palin Reid) Indiana Reid(2) 
A548 = (A375xPioneer Long Ear)A375 = (Reid x Pioneer Long Ear) Reid 
A554 = (WDxWf9)WD(2) = (Wisconsin #25 x Reid) Wisc.#25(2) 
A575 =? 
A619 = (A171xOh43)Oh43 = [Complex cross x (Lancaster x M13)][Lanc. x M13] 
B8 = 4Co63 X Golden King = County White x Golden King 
Ch9 = Funk's G176 
F2 = O.P. Lacaune (France) = European Flint 
F7 = O.P. Lacaune (France) = European Flint 
F47 = European Flint 
F49 = Blanc Chalosse Hybrid selfed (France) = European Flint 
F52 = Grand Roux Basque (France) = European Flint 
F431 = Blanc Chalosse Hybrid selfed (France) = European Flint 
Mt42 = Mnnesota 13 (Minn. 13) 
ND203= Haney's Minnesota 13 = Reid Murdock 
WD = Wisconsin # 25 = Minn. 13 x Early Yellow Dent (EYD) 
WH = Wisconsin # 25 = Minn. 13 x EYD 
WJ = Wisconsin # 25 = Minn. 13 x EYD 
W9 = Golden Glow = Minn. 13 x Toole's North Star (TNS) 
W59M= (Minn.l3 x 352)(W9x49) =((Minn.l3 x W.Va352)([Minn.l3xTNS]Minn.l3) 
W97A=Minn. 13 
W75 = (A253xl53) Wisc.#25 =( ? xIal53)Wisc.25= ( ? x Minn.l3)(Minn.l3 xEYD) 
W153R= (Ial53 x W8) Ial53 = [Minnl3x(Minn.l3xFunk Yellow Dent)] Minn. 13 
BS20: (85% Reid Yellow Dent) 
A73 = G3 X AR9 
B14A = Cuzco X B 14(8) 
B53 =W24 X B2 = Minnesota Golden Day Break x Reid Yellow Dent (RYD) 




HD2286= BSSS selection 
N6 = Hay's Golden (Nebraska) 
N28 = SSS 
RlOl =SSS 
38-11 = Outcross in line 176A (Funk's G176A? ) RYD 
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Table 1. (continued) 
BS22 (45% Reid Yellow Dent: 13% Lancaster Sure Crop : 9% Minnesota 13 : 34% 
others & unknown) 
A619 = (A171xOh43)Oh43 = [Complex Cross x (W8xLanc.)][(Minn. 13x111. A48) x Lane.] 
A632 = (Mt42 x B 14)B 14(3) = BSSS 
B55 = Oh45 X W92 = [Lane, x (Minn. 13 x Funk's Yellow Dent)] x Pioneer 322 
B68 = 41.2504B x B14(3) = Amargo x BSSS(3) 
C123 = C102 X C103 = Lancaster Sure Crop lines 
Ch9 = Funk's G176 
CM37 =KE3 
(CMV3xB14)B14 sel = [(A21xW185)B14]B14 = [(NW Dent x ? ) BSSS]BSSS 
M14 = BRIO X R8 = Funk's Yellow Dent x Texas Surecropper 
Mo 17 = C.L 187-2 x C103 = Krug x Lancaster 
MS214= SSS 
Pa884P= K155 x A321 = Pride x Funk's Yellow Dent 
SDIO = B8 X Oh56A=(County White x Golden King)([Wooster Clarage x Wf9] 
WoosterClarage) 
SD15 = (Oh56A x SUverKing)Oh56A 
= [(Wooster Clg x Wf9)Wooster CIg x Silver King]Oh56A 
Va43 = Virginia Long Ear Synthetic 
W153R= Ial53 = U.S. Selection 133 = Selection from Minnesota 13 
Testers: 
A632 = (Mt42 x B14) B14(3) = BSSS 
H99 = Dl. Synth. 60C 
= USDABUght resistant. xB8, la55.1473, M14, Oh43, Oh45, Oh51A, R160, R168 
Sources: Gracen (1986); Gerdes et al. (1993); Debreuil et al. (1996). 
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The RRS program was conducted following the procedure described by Comstock et al. 
(1949), BS21(R)Cn and BS22(R)Cn were used reciprocally as tester for each other. For each 
cycle of selection approximately 300 So plants from each population were selfed and at the 
same time used as male parent to pollinate five plants in the population used as tester. The 
five plants pollinated by the same male were harvested in bulk (half-sib femily, HS) to 
constitute the HS testcross family that was evaluated in the next season in replicated yield 
trials (Fig. 1). Selection at harvest among the So plants that were selfed reduced the number of 
Si &milies and testcrosses to approximately 200 to 220. 
The testcross progenies were evaluated in two to three locations in northern Iowa using a 
lattice design with two replications. The progenies were selected according to an index value 
composed of grain yield, grain moisture, and resistance to stalk and root lodging that were 
weighted by the heritability of each trait (Smith et al., 1981a,b). The selection index, 
however, was not used until cycle 1. The selection criterion in the first cycle of RRS was an 
unstructured index that subjectively considered the same four traits; yield, grain moisture, and 
root and stalk lodging resistance. Based on the results of the testcross progeny evaluations, 
20 and 22 Si families were identified and intermated for two generations to form the next 
cycle population for continued selection. 
The MRRS procedure was applied to the same original populations, BS21Co and BS22Co, 
but, in this case, using inbred line A632 as tester for BS21 and inbred line H99 as tester for 
BS22. A632 was selected because it was widely used as a parent line in single crosses grown 
in the north central U.S. Com Belt, during those years (Russell, 1975). Inbred H99 was 
BS21(R)Cn 
SI seed to recombine 
if selected 
BS22(R)Cn-l 
5 random plants 
BS21(R)Cn-l 
Figure 1. Method of conducting reciprocal recurrent selection in BS21(R). Similar methods were used for BS22(R)C„., with 
BS21(R)C„.| used as tester. 
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selected because it combined veiy well with A632 at that time. A632 is one of the lines 
included in the BS22 synthetic. 
In the MRRS procedure the H99 and A632 testcrosses were produced by crossing each of 
200 to 300 So plants of each of BS21 and BS22 with three plants of the corresponding inbred 
tester, obtaining 200 to 220 full-sib (FS) progenies (inbred tester x So plant, FS) for evaluation 
in replicated yield trials in the next season. At the same time each So plant that was used as 
male to produce the FS testcrosses was selfed to obtain Si seed (Fig.2). The Si seed was used 
for recombination, if its FS progeny was selected in the yield trials, to develop the next cycle 
of selection (Russell, 1975). 
The yield trials of FS progenies were evaluated at the same 2 to 3 locations that were used 
to evaluate the RRS populations, also using a lattice design with two replications. The 
selection criterion was the same index that was used in RRS, but the index was not used until 
the evaluation of cycle two. Thus, the populations corresponding to cycle 0 and cycle 1 were 
selected with use of an unstructured index based mainly on yield, but also considering grain 
moisture and root and stalk lodging resistance. The 20 and 22 Si progenies related to 
selected FS progenies were intermated in each cycle to form the next cycle population for 
continued selection. 
In this study four different populations were under evaluation and selection: BS21(R), 
BS22(R), BS21(HI), and BS22(HI). The R in parenthesis indicates the RRS method by using 
a population as tester, and the HI in parenthesis indicates the inbred line used as tester in the 
MRRS method. To distribute the yield trial work more evenly, the four populations were 
handled in alternate years from the standpoint of forming testcross families, evaluation, and 
BS21(HI)Cn 
TC seed to yield trial 
(A632xBS21(HI)Cn-l 




Figure 2. Method of conducting modified reciprocal recurrent selection in BS2l(Hl). 
BS22(HI)Cn.i with H99 as the tester. 
BS21(Hl)Cii-l 
Similar methods were used for 
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random mating. Three years were necessary to complete each cycle of selection for each 
reciprocal recurrent selection procedure. Thus, only one or two of the four populations 
underwent yield trial evaluations in a year; e.g., in 1976 the BS21(HI)CoX A632 testcrosses 
were being evaluated in yield trials; the selected Si progenies of the population BS22(HI)Co 
were being random mated to form BS22(HI)Ci; and the testcross families of populations 
BS21(R)Co and BS22(R)Co were being produced to be evaluated in 1977. Table 2 describes 
this distribution of different activities among populations. 
Sbc cycles of recurrent selection were completed in BS21 and BS22 in 1993 for both 
methods (RRS and MRRS), and an experiment was conducted to evaluate the response to 
selection. In 1994 seed of the populations per se [BS21(R)Co.6, and BS22(R)C(w, for RRS; 
BS21(HI)CO.6, and BS22(HI)Co.€, for MRRS], testcrosses to inbred testers [BS21(R)Co-6 x 
A632, BS22(R)Co^ x H99, BS21(HI)C<w; x A632 and BS22(HI)Co^ x H99], and crosses 
between cycle populations of RRS and MRRS [BS21(R)C(w x BS22(R)Co^, and 
BS21(HI)CO.€ X BS22(HI)CO-6] was produced in the breeding nursery at the Agronomy and 
Agriculture Engineering Research Center, near Ames, Iowa. At least 100 plants from each 
cycle-population were random mated to reproduce the populations per se. The testcross 
populations were produced in paired rows by using at least 100 plants from each cycle-
population and tester. EflEbrts were made to sample every plant just once, as male or female, 
to avoid confounding effects caused by sampling differences. 
All the genetic material evaluated in this experiment is described in Table 3. The cycle 0 
populations [BS21Co, and BS22Co], and testcross populations among Co and tester [BS21Co 
X A632, BS22Co x H99, and BS21Co x BS22Co], as well as the cycle 6 populations 
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Table 2. Schedule of procedures used 
programs. 
in the BS21 and BS22 interpopulation improvement 
Population 
Year BS22(H99) BS2UA632) BS21(R)/BS22(R) 
1974 CoxH99 
1975 Evaluation Co X A632 
1976 Random mating Evaluation Co X Co 
1977 CixH99 Random mating Evaluation 
1978 Evaluation Ci X A632 Random mating 
1979 Random mating Evaluation Ci X Ci 
1980^ C2XH99 Random mating Evaluation 
1981 Evaluation C2 selfed^ Random mating 
1982 Random mating C2 Si lines x A632 C2 X C2 
1983 C3XH99 Eval./Random mating^ Evaluation 
1984 Evaluation C3 X A632 Random mating 
1985 Random mating Evaluation C3 X C3 
1986 C4XH99 Random mating Evaluation 
1987 Evaluation C4 X A632 Random mating 
1988'* Random mating Evaluation C4 X C4 
1989 C5XH99 Random mating Evaluation 
1990 Evaluation Csx A632 Random mating 
1991 Random mating Evaluation^ C5 X C5 
1992 Random mating Evaluation 
1993 Random mating 
^ Started using Index as selection criterion. 
^ It was not possible to do the TC. Lack of synchrony due to drought stress. 
^ Bulk entry diallel in winter nurseiy. 
^ The Index was modified so that selection favors higher grain moisture. I = Yh^ + Mh^ + (IOO-RL)h^ + (100-
SL)hl 
^ Index was not used because there was no lodging data. 
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Table 3. Listing of genetic materials evaluated in four Iowa locations during 1995 and 1996. 












































Number Entry name 
42 A632XBS21(R)C6 
43 H99 X BS22CO 
44 H99xBS22(H99)Ci 
45 H99 X BS22(H99)C2 
46 H99XBS22(H99)C3 
47 H99 X BS22(H99)C4 
48 H99 X BS22(H99)C5 
49 H99 X BS22(H99 
50 H99 X BS22CO 
51 H99xBS22(R)Ci 
52 H99 X BS22(R)C2 
53 H99 X BS22(R)C3 
54 H99XBS22(R)C4 
55 H99 X BS22(R)C5 
56 H99XBS22(R)C6 
57 BS21Co X BS22Co 
58 BS21(A632)CiX BS22(H99)Ci 
59 BS21(A632)C2X BS22(H99)C2 
60 BS21(A632)C3 X BS22(H99)C3 
61 BS21(A632)C4X BS22(H99)C4 
62 BS21(A632)C5 X BS22(H99)C5 
63 BS21(A632)C6X BS22(H99)C6 
64 BS21COXBS22CO 
65 BS21(R)CIXBS22(R)Ci 
66 BS21(R)C2 X BS22(R)C2 
67 BS21(R)C3XBS22(R)C3 
68 BS21(R)C4 X BS22(R)C4 
69 BS21(R)C5XBS22(R)C5 







77 H99 x BS22(H99)C6 
78 H99 x BS22(R)C6 
79 BS21(A632)C6X BS22(H99)C6 
80 BS21(R)C6XBS22(R)C6 
81 A632 X H99 
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[BS21(R)C6, BS22(R)C6, BS21(HI)C6, and BS22(HI)C6], and Ce x Tester populations 
[BS21(R)C6 X A632, BS22(R)C<; x H99, BS21(HI) Ce x A632, BS22(HI)C6 x H99, 
BS21(R)C6 X BS22(R)C6, and BS21(HI)C6 x BS22(HI)C6] were included twice (double 
entries) to obtain greater precision on the estimates of the performance of these populations 
that correspond to the starting and ending points of the regression analyses. 
Evaluation and Field Procedures 
The genetic materials listed in Table 3 were evaluated in two years (1995 and 1996) at four 
Iowa locations; three were located in northern Iowa, where the original testcrosses were 
evaluated (Nashua, Kanawha, and Calumet), and the fourth was the Agronomy and 
Agricultural Engineering Research Center, near Ames, Iowa. The 81 entries were evaluated 
in two-row plots, 5.49 meters long with 0.76 meter between rows, with 3 replications per 
location in a 9 x 9 lattice design. All the experiments were machine-planted at greater density 
than the optimum and thinned later to a uniform stand of approximately 62,150 plants ha"'. 
Conventional fertilization and weed control practices were used at the recommended rates at 
each location. AH plots were machine-harvested with no gleaning of dropped ears. 
Data were collected from all experiments on a plot basis for stand, as number of plants 
plot"^ (converted to the nearest thousand plants ha"^); plant and ear height, as the distance in 
cm. from the soil surfece to the ligule of the flag lea^ and to the highest ear bearing node, 
respectively, root lodging as % of plants leaning more than 30° from vertical; stalk lodging, as 
% of plants broken at ear node or below; grain yield, converted to Mg ha"' adjusted to 155 g 
kg*^ grain moisture; and grain moisture at harvest (g kg"^). Flowering dates were recorded as 
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the number of days from planting to 50% of plants shedding pollen, and to 50% of plants with 
visible silks at Ames. Flowering dates were expressed as GDU in °C calculated as: 
S {[(daily maximum temperature - daily minimum temperature)/2] - 10}, 
where the maximum and minimum limits were 30 and 10 °C respectively (Shaw, 1988). Plant 
and ear heights were estimated as the average of measurements on 10 competitive plants per 
plot. 
Statistical Analysis 
Data collected on the nine characters evaluated in eight environments ^ear-location 
combinations) in this study were first analyzed in each individual environment according to a 
9x9 lattice design with three replications. Considering that the efiBciency obtained by the use 
of lattice over a randomized complete block design (RCBD) was in all instances less than 5%, 
the entries were not adjusted for block effects and were reanalyzed as RCBDs. In this last 
analysis the duplicated entries that included cycle six populations were not included as entries 
but as extra replications; i.e., instead of 81 entries in total, only 71 entries were considered in 
the analysis with three or six replications each. 
The statistical model used for the combined analysis of variance was: 
Yijk = |i. + Ei + Rj({) + Gic + GEac + Stjco, 
where: 
i = 1, . . . ,8 (environments), 
j = 1,...,3 (or 6) (replications), and 
k= 1,...,71 (genotypes). 
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The components of the linear model are defined as: 
Yyic = j*'' replication of the k**" genotype in the i"* environment; 
H = overall mean; 
Ei = effect of the i"* environment; 
Rjd) = effect of the j"* replication within the i*** environment; 
Gic = effect of the k*'' genotype; 
GEac = effect of the interaction between the k"* genotype and the i''* 
envu"onment; and 
eig(i) = residual or pooled experimental error. 
The analysis of variance and their expected mean squares (EMS) obtained fi'om this model 
are shown in Table 4. All the effects but genotypes were considered random in all analyses. 
The genotype means obtained from the pooled data were used to make orthogonal partitions 
of the sums of squares. The 71 genotypes were first partitioned in 10 groups of seven entries 
each, corresponding to cycles zero to six of each population or cross population, plus a 
residual. The residual includes the variance among groups, as well as the difference between 
the check (A632xH99) and the groups, and the contribution of the check to the total variance 
among genotypes. Each of the 10 groups was further subdivided into a linear component, a 
quadratic component, and a deviation. Each of these effects was tested against the 
corresponding GxE interaction. The GxE effect of each group was tested against its specific 
error term. The GxE total sum of squares was also partitioned into 10 groups plus a residual, 
following the same criterion that for partitioning entries sums of squares. 
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Table 4. Analysis of variance of a randomized complete block design combined across 
environments, considering environments and replications as random effects and 
genotypes as fixed effects. 
Source d.f E(Msy 
Environment (E) 7 
Replication/E 16 
Genotype (G) 70 A2 O + a2 , .^2 rOgc + reKg 
Genotypes x E 490 a + rage 
Error 1943 a2 o 
^ r = number of replications; e= number of environments. 
The effects of cycles of selection on trait means were estimated through regression 
analysis. By using means across environments and pooling the duplicated entries for Co and 
Cfi, a linear and a quadratic model were fitted to each group independently. To account for 
the extra replications in the estimated means of Co and Cs populations, a weighted least 
squares regression was used, the weight being the inverse of the variance of cycle means fi-om 
the combined analysis of variance. 
The linear regression model is given as: 
Yy = m; + biCj + eij, 
where: 
i = 1,...,10 (population or population cross), and 
j = 0,.. .,6 ((^cle of selection). 
The components of linear regression model are defined as: 
Yy = adjusted mean of the i''' population or population cross in the j*'' cycle; 
mi = predicted value for the Co of the i*'' population or cross population; 
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bi = linear regression coefiBcient; 
Cj cycle of selection; and 
Cjj = deviation from regression. 
The quadratic regression model is expressed as; 
Yy = m; + biCj + bzC/ + Cij, 
and its components are defined as: 
C/ = j*'' cycle of selection squared, and 
bz = quadratic regression coefficient. 
The other components were defined previously. 
The linear regression coefficient obtained from the model that contained only the linear 
term was used as an estimate of the average response to selection per cycle. Comparisons 
among these values were done using a t-test, on the assumption that the populations have a 
common variance. From Bernard and Ostle (1956) to test the null hypothesis 
Ho: Pi = P2, 
where bi and ba are estimates of Pi and P2 respectively, the following value was computed: 
t — bt - b2 
Sbi-b2 
where: 
Sbi-b2 — SSresj + SSres; 
_ ni + n2 - 4 _ LS(Cj - C>i 
This value of t follows the t-distribution with (ni + n2 - 4) degrees of freedom. 
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Estimates of the percentage of response per cycle were calculated as the ratio of the linear 
regression coefi5cient to the estimated Co mean. 
Response to selection In each method for the traits of interest also was compared using the 
realized heritabilities obtained for each method. Realized heritabilities were estimated as the 
regression of the observed response to selection, or cycle means, over the cumulative 
selection differential (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). 
Selection differentials for each cycle were obtained from the annual reports (Russell, 
Annual Report of Com Research Investigations by U.S.D.A.-A.R.S. and Iowa Agriculture 
and Home Economics Experiment Station, 1975 - 1993) in which those populations were 
evaluated and selected. The size of the selection differential depends not only in the 
proportion of the population that was selected but also on the spread of the trait (pp). Since 
the phenotypic standard deviation (CTp) includes the environmental and genotype x 
environmental effects, and those effects were different for each methodology, some bias could 
be expected when comparing both methodologies through its realized heritabilities. However, 
the environmental effect is random, and it is expected that the environmental effects equally 
influenced the estimates of both methodologies. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Expected Response 
Grain yield was the trait of primary interest when selection was initiated in 1974, but grain 
moisture and root and stalk lodging were measured in the progeny tests of each selection 
cycle. Progenies of each cycle were evaluated in replicated experiments (two replications) in 
two or three locations of Northern Iowa using similar procedures. Thus, from the combined 
analyses of variances across locations for each cycle it is possible to obtain estimates of 
variance components in the BS21 and BS22 populations. 
Variance components estimated from the progeny tests of each cycle-population 
combination are shown in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 for grain yield, grain moisture, and root and 
stalk lodging, respectively. Direct comparisons among these estimates probably are not valid 
since each cycle-population combination was evaluated in a different sample of the population 
of environments. The only exception is the comparison between the estimates for the same 
cycle of selection in BS21(R) and BS22(R) testcrosses (TCs), because they were evaluated 
the same years in adjacent plots and subjected to the same field husbandry. 
The estimates of genetic variance (cTg) for yield for the four TC populations were always 
significant and considerably greater than the corresponding estimates of genotype by 
environment interaction variance. The exceptions were the estimates obtained for 
BS22(HI)C3 TCs. 
Comparisons among average values of six estimates of variance (one for each cycle 
evaluated) obtained for each TC population are probably the only valid comparisons. The 
Table 5. Estimates of variance components, selection differential (S), heritabilities ((\^), and predicted response to selection (R), 
for yield (Mg ha"') among BS2I and BS22 testcrosses evaluated between 1975 and 1992. 
Tester 
Inbred Line Reciprocal Population 
Population Cycle A  2 O R  A 2 Ogc S A A  2 O R  A 2 Oge S r 
BS2I 0 0.36 0.03 1.13 0.62 0.70 0.29 0.02 0.82 0.67 0.55 
1 0.24 0.04 0.69 0.64 0.44 0.25 0.02 0.76 0.59 0.45 
2 0.09 0.05 0.62 0.52 0.32 0.11 0.01 0.62 0.55 0.34 
3 0.13 0.07 0.50 0.58 0.29 0.18 0.03 0.75 0.68 0.51 
4 0.17 0.08 0.65 0.61 0.40 0.17 0.03 0.73 0.64 0.47 
5 0.13 0.06 0.81 0.46 0.37 0.16 0.03 0.73 0.72 0.52 
x or Z 0.19 0.05 4.40 0.57 2.52 0.19 0.02 4.41 0.64 2.84 
BS22 0 0.17 0.01 0.70 0.52 0.36 0.25 0.02 0.83 0.64 0.53 
1 0.16 0.09 0.76 0.43 0.33 0.25- 0.02 0.76 0.59 0.45 
2 0.12 0.00 0.80 0.51 0.41 0.13 0.06 0.77 0.62 0.48 
3 0.03 0.09 0.39 0.22 0.09 0.16 0.08 0.69 0.64 0.44 
4 0.13 0.07 0.80 0.59 0.47 0.11 0.02 0.70 0.58 0.41 
5 1 1 0.85 0.65 0.55 0.26 0.05 0.83 0.77 0.64 
X or S 0.12 0.05 4 . 3  0.49 2.21 0.19 0.05 4.55 0.64 2.92 
Not estimated. 
Source: Russell, W.A., Annual Report of Com Research Investigations. USDA and Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station. 1975 to 
1992. Unpublished. 
Table 6. Estimates of variance components, selection differential (S), heritabilities and predicted response to selection (R), 
for grain moisture (%) among BS21 and BS22 testcrosses evaluated between 197S and 1992. 
Tester 
Inbred Line Reciprocal Population 
Population Cycle A  2 O R  A 2 Oge S ft A  2 O R  A 2 Oge S k 
BS21 0 0.70 0.24 0.2 0.61 0.12 1.82 0.37 0.0 0.79 0.00 
1 0.96 0.23 0.0 0.71 0.00 0.56 0.05 -0.1 0.67 -0.07 
2 0.30 0.13 -0.1 0.61 -0.06 0.47 0.04 0.0 0.76 0.00 
3 0.81 0.09 -0.1 0.80 -0.08 0.68 0.04 0.0 0.81 0.00 
4 1.86 0.23 0.6 0.70 0.40^ 1.26 0.40 1.3 0.77 1.00^ 
5 0.56 0.69 -0.2 0.27 -0.05^ 1.19 0.12 0.1 0.87 0.09^ 
)< or I 0.87 0.27 0.4 0.62 0.33 1.00 0.17 1.3 0.78 1.02 
BS22 0 2.66 0.59 -0.6 0.76 -0.46 1.87 0.00 -0.1 0.85 -0.09 
1 1.41 0.45 0.3 0.64 0.19 0.56 0.00 -0.3 0.69 -0.21 
2 0.67 0.12 0.2 0.67 0.13 0.36 0.08 0.4 0.67 0.27 
3 0.62 0.09 -0.4 0.64 -0.26 0.66 0.05 0.2 0.80 0.16 
4 0.68 0.07 0.2 0.81 0.16 0.98 0.70 0.8 0.77 0.62^ 
5 _ _ 3 _  _ _ 3 _  0.7 0.85 0.60 1.12 0.08 0.6 0.84 0.50^ 
X or Z 1.21 0.26 0.4 0.73 0.36 0.93 0.15 1.6 0.77 1.25 
' Sclcclion was based on a modified index to increase moisture. Earlier plants were discarded at pollination. 
2 The index was not used as selection criterion because there were no lodging data. 
3 Not estimated. 
Source; Russell, W.A., Annual Report of Com Research Investigations. USDA and Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station. 1973 to 
1992. Unpublished. 
Table 7. Estimates of variance components, selection differential (S), heritabilities and predicted response to selection (R), 
for root lodging (%) among BS21 and BS22 testcrosses evaluated between 1975 and 1992, 
IfiStfil 
Inbred Line Reciprocal Population 
Population Cycle a \ A 2  Oge S A '  A  2  OR  A 2  Oge S A '  
BS21 0 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  1 . 0 1  2 . 7 5  - 1 . 0  0 . 2 8  - 0 . 2 8  
1  3 5 . 3 5  1 8 . 3 7  - 4 . 8  0 . 6 5  - 3 . 1 2  1 2 7 . 7 5  3 1 . 8 9  - 1 6 . 2  0 . 6 9  - 1 1 . 1 8  
2  4 . 1 5  2 . 8 6  - 1 . 0  0 . 5 9  - 0 . 5 9  0 . 5 2  0 . 5 5  - 0 . 3  0 . 3 4  - 0 . 1 0  
3  4 7 . 5 5  1 7 . 1 0  - 8 . 5  0 . 7 1  - 6 . 0 4  0 . 0 6  5 . 6 2  - 1 . 0  0 . 0 1  - 0 . 0 1  
4  1  1  - 0 . 3  0 . 1 8  - 0 . 0 5  1  1  0 . 0  0 . 3 4  0 . 0 0  
5  1  1  0 . 0  0 . 0 0  - 0 . 0 0  3 . 1 8  8 . 3 6  - 1 . 7  0 . 3 4  - 0 . 5 8  
X  1  or S 2 9 . 0 2  1 2 . 7 8  - 1 4 . 6  0 . 3 6  - 9 . 8 0  2 6 . 5 0  9 . 8 3  - 2 0 . 2  0 . 3 3  - 1 2 . 1 5  
BS22 0  1  1  - 7 . 1  0 . 5 4  - 3 . 8 6  1 . 2 6  1 . 2 2  - 0 . 9  0 . 4 3  - 0 . 3 9  
1  3 9 . 0 8  1 1 9 . 0 5  - 7 . 6  0 . 2 3  - 1 . 6 7  1 0 0 . 8 0  2 . 5 6  - 9 . 9  0 . 6 6  - 6 . 5 3  
2  1 . 2 5  1 . 0 4  - 0 . 3  0 . 4 6  - 0 . 1 4  1 . 6 6  3 . 3 2  - 0 . 5  0 . 4 0  - 0 . 2 0  
3  1 . 7 8  6 . 1 0  - 1 . 7  0 . 2 5  - 0 . 4 3  4 . 6 4  1 2 . 8 2  - 2 . 0  0 . 2 6  - 0 . 5 2  
4  2 . 2 4  - 2 . 0 1  - 0 . 5  0 . 2 2  - 0 . 1 1  1  1  - 0 . 5  0 . 3 6  - 0 . 1 8  
5  1  1  - 0 . 8  0 . 6 4  - 0 . 5 1  1 . 7 9  1 1 . 2 6  - 0 . 8  0 . 2 3  - 0 . 1 8  
X  or S 1 1 . 0 8  3 1 . 5 5  - 1 8 . 0  0 . 3 9  - 6 . 7 2  2 2 . 0 3  6 . 2 4  - 1 4 . 6  0 . 3 9  - 8 . 0 0  
Not estimated. 
Sourcc; Russell, W.A., Amiual Report of Com Research Investigations. USDA and Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station. 1975 to 
1992. Unpublished. 
Table 8. Estimates of variance components, selection differential (S), heritabilities and predicted response to selection (^), 
for stalk lodging (%) among BS21 and BS22 testcrosses evaluated between 1975 and 1992. 
IfiSLer 
Inbred Line Reciprocal Population 
Population Cycle ag S fi ft S ft 
BS21 0 6.41 0.52 -1.8 0.48 -0.86 25.15 4.83 -6.6 0.70 -4.62 
1 22.80 10.65 -2.8 0.68 -1.90 8.76 2.49 -1.0 0.61 -0.61 
2 11.29 20.95 -2.8 0.31 -0.88 11.23 -0.71 -2.9 0.64 -1.86 
3 4.11 4.86 -1.7 0.52 -0.88 0.67 0.00 -0.2 0.40 -0.08 
4 51.18 12.71 -7.1 0.75 -5.33 5.21 5.10 -1.0 0.32 -0.32 
5 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 -0.00 0.50 1.28 -0.2 0.28 -0.06 
>< or  I  15.96 8.28 -16.2 0.46 -9.85 8.59 2.28 -11.9 0.49 -7.55 
BS22 0 -1— -0.3 —1— 21.06 6.91 -5.9 0.67 -3.95 
1 1.33 1.97 -0.3 0.37 -0.11 7.01 2.56 -0.9 0.57 -0.51 
2 0.80 0.31 -0.5 0.41 -0.21 13.40 6.89 -3.5 0.62 -2.17 
3 6.86 5.56 -3.6 0.39 -1.40 0.81 1.25 0.0 0.32 0.00 
4 1.34 1.17 -0.8 0.40 -0.32 3.31 6.78 -2.3 0.33 -0.76 
5  — — 1 —  _ o . 7  0.61 -0.43 0.75 1.24 0.2 0.35 -0.07 
5< or Z 2.58 2.25 -6.2 0.44 -2.47 22.03 4.27 -12.4 0.48 -7.32 
' Not estimated. 
Source: Russell, W.A., Araiual Report of Com Research Investigations. USDA and Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station. 1973 to 
1992. Unpublished. 
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same average values of Cg for grain yield were obtained for BS21(R) TCs, BS22(R) TCs, and 
BS21(HI) TCs (0.19). A slightly smaller estimate was obtained for BS22(KI) TCs (0.12). 
There is no way to determine if this difference is significant, but it is clear that the average CTg 
for BS21(HI) and BS22(HI) TCs were not greater than the corresponding average estimates 
of BS21(R) and BS22(R) TCs. The opposite situation was reported by Russell and Eberhart 
(1975), Darrah et al. (1985), and Homer et al. (1973, 1989). 
A wide range of reported values for yield CTg is found in the literature. The average 
estimate for these populations does not differ fi-om estimates of CTg in other maize populations 
(Penny and Eberhart, 1971; Homer et al., 1973, Walejko and Russell, 1977; Landi and 
Frascaroli, 1995; Betran and Hallauer, 1996a). 
Grain moisture CTg follows the same trend as estimates for yield, but for this trait the 
average estimate of BS22(HI)TC is higher than averages of any of the other TC populations. 
/\ ^  2 2 The CTg was consistently higher than the CTgg. In most instances CTgg was nonsignificant. 
Slight increases in the estimates of genetic variance were observed in the last two cycles for all 
the TC populations. This was probably a consequence of a change in direction of selection 
practiced for this trait. The selection was for lower grain moisture the first four cycles, and in 
fevor of higher grain moisture the last two cycles. 
Root and stalk lodging estimates of genetic variance were erratic, without any clear trend 
for any of the four TC populations. The estimate very often was higher than the CTg 
estimate. Similar behavior has been reported in other maize populations (Holthaus and 
Lamkey, 1995). 
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Tables 5,6,7, and 8 also include selection differential values (S) applied in each cycle of 
selection, and estimates of heritability in all four TC populations. By using these two 
estimates, the predicted response to selection C^) was calculated as ^ S (Falconer and 
Mackay, 1996). 
Grain yield was the primary trait under selection. The selection index, applied since cycles 
one and two, was constructed in such to give higher weight to yield than to any of the other 
three traits. Cumulative selection differentials for yield in all four TC populations were very 
similar; however, the average estimates of heritability are greater for the (R) populations than 
for the (HI) populations. This was especially true in population BS22 
=0.49 for BS22(HI)TC vs. 0.64 for BS22(R )TC) and this explains differences in 
cumulative ^  which were also higher for the (R) populations than for the (HI) populations. 
Lower estimates of in the BS22(HI) population can be explained by greater estimates of 
error variance (^) and slightly lower Og observed in this population in comparison with its 
(R) counterpart. 
Greater OgS are expected when inbred lines are used as testers (Russell and Eberhart, 
1975; Comstock, 1979). Since sampling variance in a heterogeneous tester is removed when 
using inbred lines as tester, smaller is also expected. A more accurate predicted response 
to selection in the RRS scheme is the summation of predicted responses estimated in each (R) 
population separately (^bs2i(R) + ^bs22(R)), since both sides of the cross population are being 
improved. 
Selection for moisture using the index in either population did not seem to put too much 
pressure on this trait, or at least that is what the selection differential shows. Even before 
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switching direction in the selection for grain moisture, the cumulative S for moisture in all four 
TC populations was zero or similar to it. Therefore, lower grain moisture observed among 
cycle four TCs in both sets of populations (Russell, 1987-1989 Annual Report of Com 
Research Investigations, Ames, lA, unpublished) probably was due to indirect selection for 
earliness in the nursery when developing the Si and TC families. Cumulative for grain 
moisture were positive and highest in (R) TCs than in (HI) TCs mainly due to corresponding 
differences in cumulative S; however ^ was low in both sets of populations. 
Efforts were made during the six cycles of selection to reduce root and stalk lodging in all 
four populations. Thus, whenever it was possible, improved root and stalk strength were 
selected as can be seen in the high values of cumulative S. Estimates of heritability for these 
two traits show variation among cycles vnthin each TC population and no definite trend 
occurred. This is a reflection of the relatively erratic distribution of the total variance for 
these traits among their components; genetic, genotype by environment, and environmental, 
among cycles, and the significant environmental effect on these traits. As a consequence of 
this, the cumulative 6. is not proportional to the cumulative S. BS22(HI)TC had one of the 
highest cumulative Ss for root lodging and it had the lowest cumulative ^ BS22(HI)TC also 
had the lowest cumulative ^ for stalk lodging. 
Estimated selection differentials and heritabilities suggested that significant improvement at 
a similar rate be expected in all four testcross-populations for all the traits included in the 
selection index. A slight advantage is expected for the RRS populations in yield improvement, 
which was associated with a small increase in grain moisture. 
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Observed Response 
The main objective of this study was to compare the response to selection using two 
difierent reciprocal recurrent selection procedures. The material listed in Table 3 was 
evaluated in replicated trials at four Iowa locations representative of the target environment 
during 1995 and 1996. Results of these experiments are discussed below. The 1995 and 
1996 growing seasons for maize production in Iowa were considered average for the zone, 
even though springs of 1995 and 1996 were slightly cooler and wetter than normal. 
Experiments in 1996 were planted approximately 15 days earlier than in 1995; however, 
temperatures were below normal after planting and caused delayed emergence. Experiments 
reached flowering the same week of July in both years. Temperatures generally were below 
normal in both years and rainfall was above normal in 1996, but weather conditions during 
both growing seasons were representative of the area. Disease or insect damage or any other 
source of stress did not affect the crops. Average yield for the experiment across locations 
was 6.10 Mg ha"' in 1995 and 6.88 Mg ha"' in 1996 with repeatability values across 
environments above 0.9 for yield, plant height, and ear height, and above 0.74 for stalk 
lodging and grain moisture. 
The combined ANOVA considered only 70 degrees of freedom for genotype, instead of 
the 80 included in the lattice design. The extra 10 degrees of freedom considered in the lattice 
design and not in the RCBD analyses correspond to duplicate entries of Cycle 6 of each of the 
regression groups. Tables 9, 10, and 11 show the combined ANOVA across environments for 
all traits included in this study. HBgh repeatability of the performance of the entries and low 
coefficient of variation (10% or below) observed for all the traits except lodging indicate that 
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Table 9. Analysis of variance combined over eight environments for four traits of BS21 and 
BS22 populations evaluated at four Iowa locations during 1995 and 1996. 
Source d.f 
M e a n  s q u a r e s  




Mgha-' % cm 
Environment (E) 7 104.994** 748.306** 23442.5** 11744.2** 
Replication/E 16 3.428** 8.358** 838.7** 426.4** 
Genotype (G) 70 16.344** 27.731** 4662.8** 2164.1** 
I BS21(HI) 6 2.857** 31.101** 7935-2** 3211.4** 
Linear 1 10.141** 70.305** 43387.5** 17613.1** 
Quadratic 1 5.157** 77.912** 397.2* 90.5 
Deviation 4 0.462 9.598** 956-6** 391.3** 
n BS22(HI) 6 1.022 16.494** 2487-3** 1996.4** 
Linear 1 0.866 27.509** 9991-4** 9310.7** 
Quadratic 1 2.051 16.446** 2325-1** 117.8 
Deviation 4 0.804 13.753** 651-8** 637.5** 
m BS21(R) 6 0.784 36.502** 325-8** 539.6** 
Linear 1 0.249 148.588** 1403.5** 389.6** 
Quadratic 1 1.061 30.466** 116.4 1820.4** 
Deviation 0.848 9.990** 108.7* 256.9** 
IV BS22(R) 6 0.437 24.099** 2004.9** 492.3** 
Linear 1 0.437 12.451** 5959.5** 599.8* 
Quadratic 1 0.212 127.530** 1598.5** 998.4** 
Deviation 0.274 1.153 1117.8** 338.9** 
V BS21(HI)xA632 6 6.261** 16.640** 1963.9** 871.6** 
Linear 1 35.442** 64.125** 9189.1** 4301.3** 
Quadratic 1 0.117 19.531** 1189.8** 217.9* 
Deviation 4 0.501 4.046* 351.1** 177.5** 
VI BS21(R)xA632 6 4.083** 4.826** 427.7** 264.7** 
Linear 1 22.418** 10.471** 79.2 138.2 
Quadratic 1 0.263 10.034** 925.9** 870.1** 
Deviation 4 0.453 2.112 390.3** 145.0 
VnBS22(HI)xH99 6 3.068** 2.793 433.8** 182.0** 
Linear 1 9.960** 1.004 318.3 500.0** 
Quadratic 1 1.655 1.507 329.4 192.8** 
Deviation 4 1.699 3.562* 488.8** 99.8** 
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Table 9. (continued). 
M e a n  s q u a r e s  
Yield Moisture Plant Ear 
Source d.f. height height 
Mgha"' % •cm 
VmBS22(R)xH99 6 3. ,467** 24 .044** 335 .3** 148 . 4** 
Linear 1 14. .373** 36 .465** 701 .3** 46 .7 
Quadratic 1 0. .072 90 .183** 386 .2* 351 .0** 
Deviation 4 1. .589 4, .404 231 .1* 123 .2** 
DC BS21(HI)xBS22(ffl 6 1. .547 23 .470** 2645 .4** 1316 .4** 
Linear 1 5. .752** 41, .763** 15019 .1** 7336 .1** 
Quadratic 1 0. ,363 50, .308** 206, .7 73, .2 
Deviation 4 0. ,792 12, .188** 161, .7 122, .3* 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 6 12. 604** 16. ,922** 160. .8* 205, .1** 
Linear 1 71. 440** 50. .600** 170. .7 325. . 1** 
Quadratic 1 0. 001 3. ,784 679. .6** 775. .6** 
Deviation 4 1. 045 11. .788** 28. ,7 122. .3* 
Among Groups 10 92. 728** 75. .982** 21407. .8** 9611. ,5** 
Genotypes x E 490 0. 747* 2. .050** 81. .3** 50. .6** 
I x E  42 0. 423 1. .078 88. .0 61. .7* 
n x E  42 0. 522 2. ,951 56. .6 36. .4 
n i x E  42 0. 567* 1. .108 40. ,3 47. ,1 
r v x E  42 0. 475 1. ,096 91. .5* 85. .0 
V x E  42 0. 529 1. ,145* 49. .0 30. ,5 
VIxE 42 0. 342 1. 164** 68. ,9 67. ,4** 
v n x E  42 0. 657 1. 279 123, ,0* 20, .8 
v n i x E  42 1. 034** 4. 279* 70. 2 23, ,4 
DCxE 42 0. 704 1. 314 62. 5 34. 0 
X x E  42 0. 543 1. 152 51. 5 36. ,3 
Among groups x E 70 1. 752 4. 409** 148. 1** 88. 7** 
Error 1360 0. 450 1. 360 64. 9 40. 6 
C.V. (%) 10. 3 5. 2 4. 0 7. 6 
significant at PO.Ol and PO.OS respectively. 
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Table 10. Analysis of variance combined over eight environments for lodging of BS21 and 
BS22 populations evaluated at four Iowa locations during 199S and 1996. 
Source d.f 





Environment (E) 7 831.263** 1674.233** 
Replication/E 16 17.095** 60.079** 
Genotype (G) 70 131.020** 238.347** 
I BS21(HI) 6 136.904** 214.182** 
Linear 1 724.424** 829.036** 
Quadratic 1 60.277* 247.628* 
Deviation 4 9.180 52.107 
n BS22(HI) 6 151.430** 344.730** 
Linear 1 472.344** 199.413 
Quadratic 1 241.437** 1112.217** 
Deviation 4 48.700 189.187* 
m BS21(R) 6 110.501** 157.583** 
Linear 1 384.727** 458-002** 
Quadratic 1 158.168** 161.900* 
Deviation 4 30.027* 81.399* 
rv BS22(R) 6 185.226** 183.989** 
Linear 1 852.937** 887.750** 
Quadratic 1 39.952 171.610** 
Deviation 4 54.617 11.143 
V BS21(HI)xA632 6 175.680** 187.439** 
Linear 1 852.527** 885.519** 
Quadratic 1 0.644 6.181 
Deviation 4 50.227 58.234 
VI BS21(R)xA632 6 54.474* 60.860* 
Linear 1 113.700* 169.421** 
Quadratic 1 144.666* 53.349 
Deviation 4 17.120 35.598 
VnBS22(HI)xH99 6 7.433 8.035 
Linear 1 19.501* 18.481 
Quadratic 1 1.902 1.501 
Deviation 4 5.799 7.057 
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Table 10. (continued). 
M e a n  s q u a r e s  
Lodging 
Source d.f. Root Stalk 
% 
VniBS22(R)xH99 6 18.637 28.728 
Linear 1 86.104** 136.131** 
Quadratic 1 7.913 6.075 
Deviation 4 4.452 7.540 
DC BS21(HI)xBS22(HI 6 168.167** 255.958** 
Linear 1 854.442** 599.500** 
Quadratic 1 2.183 479.212** 
Deviation 4 38.095 114.258* 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 6 172.282** 142.708** 
Linear 1 709.129** 454.801** 
Quadratic 1 120.721 56.400 
Deviation 4 50.961 86.261* 
Among Groups 10 280.700** 717.900** 
Genotypes x E 490 23.534** 38.391** 
I x E  42 11.521 52.576** 
H x E  42 30.13** 66.210** 
n i x E  42 8.482 21.865 
r v x E  42 21.861 20.613 
V x E  42 34.973** 33.187* 
VIxE 42 21.183 20.223 
VExE 42 4.756 20.618 
v n i x E  42 10.116 16.020 
DCxE 42 21.978 35.122 
X x E  42 37.969** 24.918* 
Among groups x E 70 42.960** 81.923** 
Error 13 60 13.362 20.601 
C.V. (%) 105.3 55.6 
*** significant at  PO.Ol and P<0.05 respectively.  
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Table 11. Analysis of variance combined over eight environments for flowering of 
BS21 and BS22 populations evaluated at Ames during 1995 and 1996. 
M e a n  s q u a r e s  
GPU 
Source d.f. Pollen Silk 
"C 
Environment (E) 1 465559.2** 341399.5** 
Replication/E 4 1895.0** 477.6** 
Genotype (G) 70 3264.8** 2255.9** 
I BS21(HI) 6 5017.6** 3380.6** 
Linear 1 24230.2** 11844.2** 
Quadratic 1 3953.4* 5457.9** 
Deviation 480.6 745.3** 
n BS22(HI) 6 3123.2** 2272.3** 
Linear 1 16476.1** 11151.4** 
Quadratic 1 18.8 1.6 
Deviation 4 561.1* 620.2* 
ni BS21(R) 6 742-3 916.7* 
Linear 1 1453.1 3638.0** 
Quadratic 1 1936.7 303.9 
Deviation 266.0 389.6 
IV BS22(R) 6 4198.7** 4181.7** 
Linear 1 15998.7** 17094.9** 
Quadratic 1 6083.5** 4013.7** 
Deviation 777.5 995.3* 
V BS21(HI)xA632 6 1318.3* 937.0* 
Linear 1 4693.8** 1744.9* 
Quadratic 1 1620.9* 2796.7** 
Deviation 4 398.8 270.1 
VI BS21(R)xA632 6 515.4* 530.0 
Linear 1 1442.4** 1606.9* 
Quadratic 1 575.9* 0.3 
Deviation 4 286.6 393.2 
VnBS22(H0xH99 6 1812.6** 1398.6** 
Linear 1 9207.0** 8050.6** 
Quadratic 1 35.8 2.4 
Deviation 4 408.3** 84.7 
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Table 11. (continued). 
Source d.f. 
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**,* significant at PO.Ol and P<0.05 respectively. 
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good evaluations were performed in all environments. 
Highly significant differences were observed among environments, replications within 
environments, and genotypes for all eight variables under study. Significant differences were 
also observed in the interaction of genotypes by environments (GxE) for all traits but GDU to 
silking. However, when the general GxE effects were subdivided into regression groups, and 
the contribution of each regression group was analyzed separately, most of the significance of 
the GxE was explained by the among groups by environment (Among group x E) component. 
This last effect includes the contribution of the check, A632 x H99, to the total variance, and 
differences among the regression groups. Specific GxE for each regression group in most 
instances was not significant, and when it was significant, the magnitude of the interaction was 
considerably lower than the main effect of genotype. This suggests that genotype means 
across environments are good estimates of the performance of each genotype. Linear and 
quadratic contrasts were estimated in each regression group and its significance, as well as the 
significance of the main effect and the residual, was tested using as error the GxE mean square 
for the regression group to which they belong. 
Nonsignificant differences were found for yield among cycles within populations 
BS22(HI), BS21(R), BS22(R), and in the cross population BS21(HI)xBS22(HI) (Table 9). 
These groups were included to evaluate indirect response to selection so it is not surprising 
that they did not exhibit significant differences. EBghly significant differences were found 
among cycles for yield in all the other regression groups, and only the linear contrasts were 
significant. An exception to this was BS21(HI) (Group I) which also showed a significant 
quadratic contrast. Deviation sums of squares were estimated as the difference between the 
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main efifect sums of squares and the sum of the linear and quadratic effect sums of squares. 
None of them was significant for yield. This implies that a linear regression model (or a linear 
plus a quadratic model when the quadratic contrast is significant) can explain most of the 
variance observed within each group, but it does not imply that the lack-of-fit in the regression 
model will be nonsignificant. However, in most of the cases, there was a good agreement 
between the regression model and the significance of the contrasts and the deviations. 
Grain moisture (Table 9) followed a different trend than the one observed for yield. Hghly 
significant differences were observed within each group except BS22(HI)xH99. In all other 
groups linear and quadratic contrasts were significant, and for most of the groups, the 
deviation was also significant. There was, however, a change in direction of selection for 
grain moisture in cycle 4. Thus, in order to identify trends in selection response, it would be 
necessary to analyze separately the cycles in which the selection was to increase the value of 
this trait firom the cycles in which the selection was to decrease grain moisture. Only the last 
two cycles of selection have been for increased moisture. Over all cycles, the cumulative S 
and the expected response to selection in this trait are very low. Therefore, any trend 
identified in these analyses probably is due to a correlated response to another trait under 
stronger selection pressure than moisture. 
No direct selection was applied for plant and ear heights, since they were not included in 
the selection index. However, highly significant differences were observed among cycles 
within every regression group. Deviations were also significant for most of the groups; i.e., a 
linear or a quadratic regression model was not adequate to explain all the variance observed 
among cycles. Exceptions were plant height in BS21(HI)xBS22(HI), which only the linear 
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effect was significant, and plant height in BS21(R)xBS22(R), and ear height in 
BS21(R)xA632, where all the variance among cycles was explained by the quadratic contrast. 
The observed differences among cycles for plant and ear height must be the result of 
correlated response to other selected traits, such as moisture or lodging; or, the result of 
visual selection in the nursery for shorter and earlier plants. 
Mean squares and their significance for root and stalk lodging are presented in Table 10. 
Expressions for these traits were inconsistent during the selection process. Both traits are 
highly affected by the environment and there is no practical way to artificially enhance their 
expression. As a consequence of this, it was not possible to have consistent selection for root 
and stalk lodging in every cycle. As it is common in these traits, large error variances 
associated with both root and stalk lodging measurements were observed in this experiment. 
Despite the erratic expression of root and stalk lodging during selection, a very similar and 
consistent pattern of response was found for both traits in every group but BS22(HI)xH99 
and BS22(R)xH99. IBghly significant differences among cycles for root and stalk lodging 
were observed in both populations per se (BS22(HI) and BS22(R)). Deviation was significant 
(p=0.05) only for stalk lodging in BS22(HI) group. Thus, the lack of significance among 
cycles in BS22xH99 was probably due to masking effect of the tester, H99, which contributes 
good lodging resistance. This could also explain lower estimates of genetic variance reported 
during the testcross evaluation of BS22(HI)xH99 (Tables 7 and 8). 
Linear or quadratic contrasts explained differences among cycles for root and stalk lodgmg 
within the other regression groups. The only group that showed significant deviation for root 
lodging was BS21(R). Significant deviations also were found for stalk lodging in BS22(HI), 
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BS21(HI)xBS22(HI), and BS21(R)xBS22(R). However, linear and quadratic contrasts 
explained most of the observed variance in all these groups. 
Table 11 includes the mean squares and their significance for the ANOVA of GDU to mid-
pollen and mid-silk. These traits were recorded only in Ames, Iowa during 1995 and 1996, 
and, therefore, degrees of fi-eedom vary fi-om previous ANOVAs. This experiment was 
planted 15 days earlier in 1996 than in 1995 (April 22, 1996 and May 6, 1995); however, 
temperatures were below normal in 1996 and delayed the emergence of the plants. 
GDU to flowering was calculated fi-om date of planting using air temperatures. No 
adjustment was made for differences between soil and air temperature during emergence. Soil 
temperature was low and seeds did not emerge, though the air temperature was slightly above 
the base temperature used in calculating GDU. Therefore, greater GDU was accumulated 
prior to emergence in one environment (1996). Perhaps, this may explain the highly 
significant difference between environments for GDU to mid-pollen and mid-silking. 
Heterogeneity of error variance was found for GDU to mid-pollen using a Bartlett's test 
(Steel et al., 1997). The same data were analyzed as Julian-days, for which no problem with 
homogeneity was detected. The same trends were identified when male flowering was 
analyzed as Julian-days or as GDU to mid-pollen. Thus, results of the ANOVA using GDU to 
mid-pollen were considered valid, in spite of the lack of homogeneity. 
The ANOVA detected significant differences among cycles for GDU to mid-pollen in all 
groups but BS21(R), and BS21(R)xBS22(R). Significant differences in GDU to mid-silking 
were detected among cycles in all groups but BS21(R)xA632. Variance within groups was 
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explained by the linear or quadratic contrast. BS21(HI) and BS22(KI) were the only groups 
in which the deviation was significant. 
Times to flowering were not included in the selection index used to improve the 
populations. Thus, changes among cycles for these two traits must be a correlated response 
to other traits included in the index, such as grain moisture. Indirect selection in the nursery 
when developing Si and/or test-cross families for earlier flowering plants also could explain 
the significant changes observed among cycles within each population for these traits. 
Regression analyses were performed in each group to investigate the effect of selection on 
the agronomic traits. Means of 24 observations were used in the analyses to represent CI to 
CS. Means of CO and C6 were obtained using 48 observations, since duplicated entries of 
these populations were included. To have greater precision in the estimated means for the 
endpoints in the analysis, a weighted regression analysis was used, with the weight being the 
inverse of the variance of cycle means fi-om the combined analysis of variance (Myers, 1990). 
Linear and quadratic regression models were fitted. The adequacy of both regression models 
was evaluated using the GxE variance of each group as an estimate of pure error and the 
significance of the lack-of-fit mean square was tested. 
The coeflBcient for the quadratic model is included whenever the quadratic contrast in the 
analysis of variance was significant. Very often this last coefi5cient in the regression analysis 
was non-significant, and this is explained by the lack-of-fit in the model. Comparisons 
between linear regression coefficients, using a t-test to evaluate the significance of the 
difference (Ostle, i956), allowed direct comparisons of the effect of different selection 
methods on the agronomic traits of interest. 
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Response to selection per cycle was expressed by the linear coefBcient as a percentage of 
the intercept whenever the quadratic term and lack-of-fit were not significant. If either of 
these last two requirements was not met, response per cycle was estimated as the difference 
between C6 and CO divided by the number of cycles, and this quotient expressed as % of CO. 
Significant and positive linear coefiicients were obtained for yield in all the cross 
populations (Table 12). This implies that a consistent increase in yield was observed in all 
cross populations as a consequence of selection. Nonsignificant coefficients were observed 
among populations per se. The exception was group I, BS21(HI), which had a significant 
linear coefficient in the quadratic model, but the lack-of-fit for both regression models was 
significant. 
Comparisons between linear coefficients for RRS and MRRS showed nonsignificant 
difference between the two slopes in BS21xA632 regression groups. Also nonsignificant 
difference was detected between BS22xH99 regression groups. The linear coefficient for the 
BS21(R)xBS22(R) group was significantly greater than the linear coefficient for the 
BS21(HI)xBS22(Bn) group. This implies that the rate of response to selection for yield in the 
cross population BS21xBS22 was significantly greater when using RRS than when using 
MRRS. Direct response to selection, improving simultaneously both sides of the cross using 
reciprocally the other population as tester, was more efficient than indirect improvement in the 
cross population, selecting each side of the cross with an inbred line. On the other hand, RRS 
was as efficient as MRRS to improve the SCA of BS21 and BS22 with inbred lines A632 and 
H99, respectively. This phenomenon has been observed previously. Russell et al. (1992) 
evaluated the first three cycles of these populations in a similar experiment. Th^ found 
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Table 12. Regression coefBcients for yield ofBS21 and BS22 populations afler six cycles of 
reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent selection (HI). 
Regression coeflScients^ 
Population bo bi b2 
I BS21(HD 5.925 ± 0.119** -0.351 ± 0.102* 0.04 ± 0.016 
n BS22CEn) 5.822 ± 0.109** -0.037 ± 0-029 
m BS21CR) 5 .797 ± 0.107** -0.014 ± 0-029 
IV BS22(R) 5.929 ± 0-066** 0.029 ± 0-018 
V BS21(HDxA632 6 .481 ± 0.052** 0.182 ± 0-014** 
VI BS21(R)xA632 6 .459 ± 0.059** 0.145 ± 0.016** 
Vn BS22(HDxH99 7.012 ± 0.103** 0.114 ± 0.027** 
VinBS22(R)xH99 6.895 ± 0.146** 0.106 ± 0.039* 
DC BS2ICHI)xBS22(HI) 6 .093 ± 0.063** 0.084 ± 0.017** 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 5.952 ± 0.053** 0.260 ± 0.014** 
^ Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant 
*** Significant at PO.Ol and P<0.05 respectively 
Table 13. Regression coefficients for moisture of BS21 and BS22 populations after six (^cles 
of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent selection (HI). 
Regression coefficients^ 
Population bo bi b2 
I BS21(HI) 21.37 ± 0.37** -0.71 ± 0.31 0.16 ± 0-05 
n BS22(HI) 22.77 ± 0.37** -0.31 ± 0.39 0.09 ± 0-05 
m BS21(R) 21.35 ± 0.38** 1.06 ± 0-32* -0.12 ± O-OS 
IV BS22(R) 22.82 ± 0.26** -1.30 + 0.22 0.20 ± 0-04 
V BS21(HI) X  A632 20.91 ± 0.19** -0.24 ± 0.16** 0.08 ± 0.03* 
VI BS2I(R)xA632 20.96 ± 0,13** 0.49 + 0.11** -0.06 ± 0.01* 
vn BS22(HI) x H99 23.45 ± 0.20** -0.02 ± 0.05 
VniBS22(R) xH99 23.63 ± 0.33** -1.19 ± 0.28* 0.17 ± 0-04* 
K BS21(HDxBS22(HD 21.70 ± 0-37** -0.53 ± 0.32 0.13 ± 0.05* 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 21.62 ± 0-34** 0.23 ± 0-09* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant. 
Significant at P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively 
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significant improvement for yield only in the cross population BS21(R)xBS22(R), and in the 
testcross populations BS21(R)xA632 and BS21(HI)xA632. In their study, BS22 as a tester 
was more efficient than A632 as tester to improve SCA of BS21 with A632. 
The lack of response to selection in the performance of the populations per se also is a 
phenomenon observed in other populations under RRS. Keeratanijakal and Lamkey (1993) 
evaluated 11 cycles of RRS in BSSS and BSCBl. They found a highly significant direct 
response to selection for the cross population (6.95% cycle'^), a nonsignificant response in the 
performance of BSSS per se (1.66% cycle'^), and a significant but small response in BSCBl 
per se (1.94% cycle*^). Moll and Hanson (1984) evaluated the response to RRS in Jarvis and 
Indian Chief after ten cycles of selection and found significant response in the cross population 
and in Jarvis per se, but negative and non-significant response in Indian Chief. Ochieng and 
Kamidi (1992) found significant response to RRS in iCitale x Ecuador 573 and no response in 
either of the populations per se after eight cycles of selection for yield. The pattern of 
responses observed in BS21(R)xBS22(R) for yield is similar to that observed in comparable 
studies conducted in other maize populations. In this study reciprocal recurrent selection 
improves not only the performance of the cross population, but also the performance of the 
population in crosses with unrelated testers (A632 and H99). The response indicates that the 
selection procedure improved the GCA of both populations. 
No clear trends were identified fi"om the regression analyses of grain moisture (Table 13). 
In most groups neither the linear nor the quadratic model was adequate to explain the 
observed variation. The only group where lack-of-fit was not significant was BS22(R)xH99. 
Again this agrees with the history of selection for this trait. A quadratic model with a negative 
linear coe£5cient and a positive quadratic coefficient was the best fit. No valid comparisons 
were made between regression slopes. 
Root and stalk lodging were included in the selection index for which linear and negative 
responses to selection were expected. From the regression analysis for root lodging, only six 
of ten groups showed clear trends, but generally the response seemed to be in the desired 
direction (Table 14). The historical data indicated that a smaller response to selection was 
expected in BS22 than in BS21 and in (HI) than in (R) populations (Table 7). Thus, 
BS22(HI) was expected to have the smallest response to selection for root and stalk lodging. 
Effectively, nonsignificant response was observed for both of these traits in BS21(HI)xH99; 
however, a significant quadratic model fit the data for root lodging in BS21(HI) per se. 
Furthermore, the highest negative linear regression coefficient was observed in this last group. 
This could be the effect of strong selection during the first cycles to reduce root lodging in 
this population and a decrease in selection pressure for root lodging in later cycles of selection 
(Table 7). A clearer pattern was observed in BS22(R). Significant linear models fit the 
response in BS22(R) when evaluated per se or in testcross. The smallest rate of response for 
BS22(R) was observed in BS22(R)xH99. This may be due to a masking effect by the tester, 
H99. This also may explain the lack of response of BS22(HI)xH99, since the reduction in 
root lodging observed in BS22(HI) per se was not expressed in crosses with H99. 
No clear trends were identified for any of the BS21 per se populations, but some 
improvement for root lodging was achieved in BS21(HI) because a negative and significant 
linear coefficient was estimated for the BS21(HI)xA632 group. Both versions of the cross 
population BS21xBS22 had a negative and significant response to selection for root lodging. 
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Table 14. Regression coefBcients for root lodging of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (HI). 
Regression coefficients^ 
Population bo bi bz 
I BS21(HD 6.08 ± 0.55** -1.61 ± 0.47* H • O ± 0.08 
n BS22(HI) 7.50 ± 0.47** -2.51 ± 0.40** 0.30 ± 0.07* 
m BS21(R) 5.77 ± 0.58** -1.98 ± 0.49* 0.23 ± 0.08 
IV 352201) 7.06 ± 0.93** -0.81 ± 0.25* 
V BS21(HI) X A632 8.40 ± 1-10** -0.76 ± 0.29* 
VI BS21(R)xA632 6.24 ± 0.58** -1-58 ± 0.50* 0-21 ± 0.08 
Vn BS22(HDxH99 2.01 ± 0.22** -0.15 ± 0.06 
VniBS22(R)xH99 2.72 ± 0.28** -0.27 + 0.07* 
K BS21(HI)xBS22(HI) 6.49 ± 0.67** -0-87 ± 0.17** 
X BS21(R) X BS22(R) 6.75 ± 1.05** -0.74 ± 0.28* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant 
Significant at P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively. 
Table IS. Regression coefficients for stalk lodging of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (HI). 
Regression coeffidents' 
Population bo bi b2 
I BS21(HI) 11.30 ± 1.35** 0.97 ± 1.15 -0. 29 ± 0. 19 
n BS22(HI) 11.32 ± 2.02** 3.09 ± 1.73 -0. 58 ± 0. 28 
m BS2l(R) 10.34 ± 0.97** -2.25 ± 0.83* 0. 26 ± 0. .13 
IV BS22(R) 12.05 ± 0.88** -2.25 ± 0.76* 0. 23 ± 0. 12 
V BS21(HI) X A632 10.64 ± 1.12** -0.75 ± 0.30* 
VI BS21(R)xA632 8.78 ± 0.60** -0.45 ± 0.16* 
vn BS22(HI) X H99 6.64 ± 0.28** -0.12 ± 0.07 
Vm BS22(R) X H99 6.94 ± 0.37** -0.33 ± 0.10* 
DC BS21(HD X BS22(HI) 10.59 ± 1.60** 1.64 ± 1.37 -0. 39 ± 0. 22 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 9.41 ± 0.89** -0.71 ± 0.24* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless tlie quadratic model is significant. 
*** Significant at P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively. 
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A situation similar to that described for root lodging was observed with stalk lodging 
(Table 15). Only BS21xA632 testcrosses showed a clear trend in response to selection 
against stalk lodging. Both groups showed significant and linear coefiBcients that demonstrate 
that some improvement was achieved for stalk lodging in these populations. 
Regression coefficients for plant and ear height are shown on Tables 16 and 17. Neither 
linear nor quadratic models were able to explain all the variance observed for these traits in 
most of the groups. Models for plant height were fitted to both cross populations, 
BS21(HI)xBS22(HI) and BS21(R)xBS22(R), and the best model was a linear and a quadratic 
model, respectively. Thus, no direct comparison was possible between linear coefficients. 
However, the magnitude of the linear coefficient in BS21(HI)xBS22(HI) group, as well as in 
BS21(HI) and BS22(HI) populations per se seems to indicate that MRRS reduced plant 
height at a higher rate than did RRS. The same general trend was observed for ear height. 
Earliness was a desired trait in populations BS21 and BS22; however, no direct selection 
among families for earliness was practiced in the populations during the sbc cycles of selection. 
Significant changes in GDU to mid pollen and to mid silking, however, were observed in most 
of the regression groups (Table 18 and 19). Significant linear reductions in GDU to mid-
pollen were observed in BS21(HI) and BS22(HI) populations per se and in the cross of these 
populations. Nonsignificant responses were observed in GDU to mid-pollen in 
BS21(R)xBS22(R), and in BS21(R). Also, no change in GDU to mid-silking was estimated 
for BS21(R)xA632. In general, greater rates of reduction in GDU to mid-pollen and to mid-
silking were estimated in the (HI) populations than in the (R) populations. 
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Table 16. Regression coe£5cients for plant height of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (HI). 
Regression coefficients' 
Population bo bi b2 
I BS2l(HI) 206.2 ± 3.72** -9.19 ± 3.20* 0.48 ± 0.51 
n BS22(HI) 207.0 ± 3.97** -8.88 ± 3.40* 1.02 ± 0.55 
m BS2I(R) 204.9 ± 1.20** -1.13 ± 0.32* 
IV BS22(R) 202.5 ± 2.93** -2.80 ± 0.78* 0.66 ± 0.41 
V BS2I(HDxA632 226.5 ± 1.72** -7.23 ± 1.48** 0.71 ± 0.23* 
VI BS21(R)xA632 226.6 ± 2.54** -3.83 ± 2.18 0.60 ± 0.35 
vn BS22(HI)xH99 197.9 ± 2.48** -0-45 ± 0.66 
VinBS22(R)xH99 198.2 ± 1.46** -3.15 ± 1.25* 0.35 ± 0.20 
DC BS21(ffl)xBS22CHI) 205.7 ± 1.53** -3.68 ± 0.41** 
X BS2I(R)xBS22(R) 205.1 ± 1.06** -2.42 ± 0.91 0.45 ± 0.15* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant 
Significant at PO.Ol and P<0.05 respectively. 
Table 17. Regression coefficients for ear height of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (HI). 
Regression coefficients' 
Population bo bi ba 
I BS21(HI) 92.34 ± 2.74** -3.85 ± 0.73** 
n BS22(HI) 87.49 ± 2.75** -2.86 ± 0.73* 
m BS21(R) 93.04 ± 2.17** -5.31 ± 1.86* 0.80 ± 0.30* 
IV BS22(R) 87.68 ± 1.85** -4.54 ± 1.58* 0.58 ± 0.25 
V BS21(HI) X A632 102.58 ± 1.62** -3.93 ± 1.38* 0.32 ± 0.22 
VI BS21CR)xA632 101.82 ± 1.32** -3.86 ± 1.13* 0.56 ± 0.18* 
Vn BS22(HI)xH99 77.78 ± 1.32** -2.35 ± 1.13 0.28 ± 0.18 
VmBS22(R) XH99 77.07 ± 1.57** -1.97 ± 1.34 0.34 ± 0.22 
DC BS21CHI)xBS22(HI) 89.51 ± 1.90** -2.43 ± 0.50** 
X BS21(R) xBS22(R) 88.42 ± 1.04** -2.54 ± 0.89* 0.50 ± 0.14* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant. 
Significant at P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively. 
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Table 18. Regression coefficients for GDU to tassel of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (HI). 
Regression coefficients^ 
Population bo bi bz 
I BS21(HI) 751.4 ± 7.32** -9.54 ± 1.96** 
n BS22(En) 763.0 ± 6.70** -7.21 ± 1.78** 
in BS21(R) 753.5 ± 5.01** -2.70 ± 1.33 
IV BS22(R) 764.1 ± 6.70** -23.96 ± 5.70* 2.66 ± 0.91* 
V BS21(HI) X A632 780.8 ± 2.89** 1 H « O O ± 2.58** 1.58 ± 0.42* 
VI BS21(R)xA632 780.4 ± 2.83** -8.09 ± 2.46* 0.89 ± 0.40 
VN BS22CHI)xH99 766.0 ± 4.27** -5.76 ± 1.14** 
VniBS22(R)xH99 764.4 ± 3.12** -9.77 ± 2.71* 0.88 ± 0.44 
DC BS21(HI) X BS22(HI) 753.2 ± 4-21** -9.27 ± 1.13** 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 746.1 ± 5.18** -5.10 ± 1.38* 
' Linear regression model is shown unless the quadratic model is significant 
•*,* Significant at PO.Ol and P<0.05 respectively. 
Table 19. Regression coefficients for GDU to silk of BS21 and BS22 populations after six 
cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection (KI). 
Regression coefficients' 
Population bo bi b2 
I BS21(HI) 782.5 ± 3.99** -24.48 ± 3.42** 2.93 ± 0.55** 
n BS22(HI) 785.6 ± 6.13** -5.87 ± 1.62* 
m BS21(R) 782.1 ± 3.63** -3.90 ± 0.97** 
rV BS22(R) 787.8 ± 8.54** -20.64 ± 7.29* 2.10 ± 1.17 
V BS21(HI) X A632 792.1 ± 2.83** -15.20 ± 2.48** 2.09 ± 0.40** 
VI BS21(R)xA632 790.2 ± 2.77** -2.96 ± 0.74* 
Vn BS22(HI)xH99 788.8 ± 3.04** -5.22 ± 0.81** 
VniBS22^) XH99 786.6 ± 2.03** -12.53 ± 1.76** 1.22 ± 0.28* 
DC BS21(HI) X BS22(HI) 778.4 ± 3.79** -16.20 ± 3.21** 1.50 ± 0.52* 
X BS21CR) XBS22(R) 779.9 ± 5.08** -16.78 ± 4.34* 1.80 ± 0.70 
' Linear regression model is shown unless tlie quadratic model is significant 
Significant at P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively. 
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Consistent trends toweu-d earliness and shorter plants were found in all the studied 
populations. Therefore, some form of selection for earliness has been exerted on these 
populations. A plausible explanation for this is correlated responses to other traits under 
direct selection. If a correlation exists between higher yield and earliness in an area with 
shorter growing season, such as the one that characterizes the target environment of this 
selection program, reductions in time to flowering and plant height could be the consequence 
of correlated response to yield in such environment. The increase in earliness and the 
reduction in plant and ear height of the populations under study seem to be, however, beyond 
the limits of a favorable association with yield. Populations that experienced higher increases 
in yield experienced lower reductions in height and time to flowering. Another possible 
explanation could be correlations with traits other than yield that were also subjected to direct 
selection, such as grain moisture and stalk lodging. However, neither moisture nor stalk 
lodging showed a consistent response to selection to explain by itself what was observed with 
time to flowering and plant and ear height. Certainly a proportioral change in height and 
earliness can be explained by correlations among these variables, but probably some form of 
direct selection for earliness also must have been applied. 
None of the traits discussed here was subjected to truncated selection. A great effort was 
made to keep all the variables involved in the selection process (number of progenies 
evaluated-selected, number of environments, replications, plot size, field husbandry, etc.) as 
uniform and consistent as possible. However, small differences in the selection process can 
introduce bias when making comparisons among different selection procedures. This is 
especially evident when one considers that several traits were included simultaneously in the 
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selection. Thus, chances are that the breeder put different emphasis in certain traits in one 
population than in other. Use of an index as a uniform selection criterion certainly reduces 
this problem. Because the populations during the selection process were evaluated in different 
years (Table 2), the possibility exists that if the envirorunental conditions were not adequate to 
select for a certain trait included in the index, no selection was done for that trait in that cycle. 
Realized heritability can be a less biased estimate of the ef5cien(^ of different selection 
procedures because it measures the regression of response on cumulative selection differential 
^Ell, 1972a,b; Nyquist, 1991). Thus, it accounts for the real pressure put it on each trait. 
Cumulative selection differential (S) and predicted response to selection (^) were presented in 
Tables 5,6,7, and 8. Realized heritability (h^ and observed response to selection (R) for the 
traits included in the selection index are presented in Tables 20 and 21. The R values used to 
estimate hr were obtained from the evaluation of six cycles of selection in the replicated trials 
conducted in 1995 and 1996, but the cumulative S values were obtained during the selection 
process itself. Since S depends not only in the difference in the means, but also in the 
phenotypic variance of the population, and both estimates are affected by environment, the 
effect of obtaining R and S in different environments over the estimate of hr is not known. 
The average heritabilities for grain yield obtained from the estimate of variance in the 
selection trials were consistent among the four TC populations and ranged from 0.49 
(BS22(HI)xH99 TCs) to 0.64 (BS21(R)xBS22(R) TCs). These values were within the range 
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estimated for yield in different studies (HaUauer and Miranda, 1988). Estimates of hr (0.16 to 
0.25) were below the predicted estimates of heritability but probably they are better predictors 
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Table 20. Realized heritabilities (hr), response to selection (R), and high parent heterosis (H) for grain yield (Mg ha'') and grain 
moisture (%) in BS21 and BS22 after six cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent 
selection with use of inbred lines (HI). 
Population 
Yield (Mg ha ') Moisture (%) 
h] R H h! R H 
(% cycle") CO C6 (%cyle") CO C6 
V BS2l(Hl)xA632 0 . 2 5  ±  0 . 0 3  2 . 8 1  1 1 . 4  3 7 . 8  - 0 . 4 2  ± 1 . 3 2  1 . 2 8  - 2 . 3 0  - 0 . 0 2  
VI BS2I(R)xA632 2 . 2 4  1 1 . 4  2 6 . 6  0 . 6 4  - 2 . 2 4  V
O
 CM 
VII BS22(Hl)xH99 0 . 1 6  ±  0 . 0 4  1 . 6 3  1 7 . 4  3 7 . 5  0 . 3 5  t 0 . 2 4  0 . 0 0  3 . 5 2  - 3 . 2 9  
VIII BS22(R)xH99 1 . 5 4  1 7 . 4  2 3 . 8  - 0 . 7 1  3 . 5 2  GO >-» 
IX BS21(HI)xBS22(HI) 1 . 5 9  1 . 0  1 7 . 2  1 . 2 3  0 . 9 3  CO 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 0 . 1 8  t  0 . 0 1  4 . 3 7  1 . 0  2 5 . 4  0 . 6 9  ±  0 . 3 1  1 . 0 6  0 . 9 3  3 . 6 0  
2 Table 21. Realized heritabilities (hr), response to selection (R), and high parent heterosis (H) for root and stalk lodging (%) in 
BS21 and BS22 after six cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent selection with 
use of inbred lines (HI). 
Root Lodging (%) Stalk Lodging (%) 
Population h] R H h] R H 
(% cycle") CO C6 (%cyclc") CO C6 
V BS21(Hl)xA632 0 . 2 8  ±  0 . 0 9  - 9 . 0 5  5 . 1 7  6 0 . 0  0 . 2 6  t 0 . 1 0  - 7 . 0 5  - 9 . 4 3  - 8 . 0  
VI BS21(R)xA632 - 5 . 4 6  5 . 1 7  1 1 5 . 8  - 5 . 1 3  - 9 . 4 3  4 . 8  
VII BS22(HI)xH99 - 0 . 0 1  ±  0 . 0 6  9 . 4 2  - 7 0 . 5 1  2 4 . 1  0 . 1 0  t 0 . 0 8  - 2 . 0 5  - 4 3 . 0 0  - 4 1 . 2  
VIII BS22(R)xH99 - 1 0 . 1 4  - 7 0 . 5 1  - 8 1 . 3  - 3 . 8 5  - 4 3 . 0 0  - 3 2 . 4  
IX BS21(Hl)xBS22(HI) - 1 3 . 4 1  1 2 . 0 7  2 6 . 7  - 5 . 1 8  - 2 . 8 3  - 5 . 3  
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 0 . 1 3  ±  0 . 0 3  - 1 0 . 9 6  1 2 . 0 7  6 3 . 2  0 . 1 7  t 0 . 0 5  - 7 . 5 5  - 2 . 8 3  9 . 5  
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of what can be expected from future selection cycles on these populations. The relationship 
between h, and the average estimate of heritability for yield is almost exactly the same as the 
ratio of predicted and observed responses to selection. Observed responses for yield, obtained 
from the linear regression analysis as a percentage of the intercept, were 0.27, 0.31, and 0.43 
2 
times the predicted responses (Table 4 and 20). The values for hr were equivalent to 0.28, 
0.33, and 0.44 times the corresponding average estimates of heritability from the progeny 
tests. 
Reciprocal recurrent selection shows the highest direct response to selection for yield 
(4.37% QTcle*^). It was almost two times that obtained for the average of the two TC 
populations under MRRS. Because the predicted response in the cross population 
BS21(R)xBS22(R) includes the sum of the predicted responses from selection in both sides of 
the cross, the cumulative predicted response in the cross population using RRS was more than 
twice the one estimated in the other TC population (BS21(HI)xA632 and BS22(HI)xH99). 
The same was true for cumulative S values. Therefore, hr for the cross population under RRS 
is smaller than the average estimated from the populations under MRRS. 
Observed response in both TC populations was below estimates reported in other 
populations improved by use of inbred lines as testers (Walejko and Russell, 1977; Tanner and 
Smith, 1987; Lambert, 1984). Response to selection estimated for BS21(HI)xA632 was also 
lower than the response reported by Russell et al. (1992), when evaluating the first three 
cycles of selection. 
2 Estimates of hr and R obtained from grain moisture (Table 20) probably are not valid since 
a constant direction for selection was not kept for this trait during these six cycles. 
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Estimates of response to selection and realized heritability for root and stalk lodging (Table 
21) followed the same trend observed for yield. Among the three cross populations that 
evaluated direct response to selection, BS21(R)xBS22(R) showed the highest R but for the 
reasons explained above, an intermediate h^ The highest R was observed in the cross 
population BS21(HI)xBS22(HI). This cross population measures indirect response to 
selection for MRRS. No response at all was observed in the TC BS22(HI)xH99, which 
measures direct response to MRRS. 
The main objective of RRS is to improve the performance of a cross population and, in 
doing so, increase the probability of deriving inbred lines from both populations that can be 
used in hybrid combinations. Thus, increased heterosis in the cross population is an important 
goal of the selection procedure. Several studies document how successful RRS has been 
improving heterosis in cross populations (Moll and Stuber, 1971; Obilana et al, 1979; 
Eyehrabide and Hallauer, 1991a,b; Keeratanijakal and Lamkey, 1993). 
Estimates of heterobeltioses (high-parent heterosis, H) for yield and other traits included in 
the index are presented in Tables 20 and 21. Considerable increases in heterosis were 
observed in all the cross populations from CO to C6. Especially great were the increases in H 
observed in BS21(HI)xA632 and BS21(HI)xH99 testcrosses. No corresponding increase was 
observed in the H of the cross population BS21(HI)xBS22(HI). This is explained by the 
manner in which H is calculated. In this study, yield in both TC populations increased as a 
consequence of selection. At the same time, the parental populations per se showed a non­
significant decrease in performance. These reductions were large enough to increase the 
estimate of H at higher rates than the one estimated for BS21(R)xBS22(R). 
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No heterosis was observed in the original cross population (H=l%). Russell et al. (1992) 
reported similar observation. After six cycles of RRS the heterosis in this cross population 
increased to 25.4%, which is a level comparable with what was observed in BSSSCO x 
BSCBICO (Xeeratanijakal and Lamkey, 1993). 
Relatively high H was observed in the original BS21(HI)C0 x A632 and BS22(HI)C0 x 
H99 populations; however, MRRS was not more efficient than RRS in capitalizing on this 
initial heterosis. Modified reciprocal recurrent selection was less efficient than RRS in 
improving the performance of the cross populations for all traits under selection but root 
lodging. 
Correlated responses to selection were observed using either selection procedure (Table 
22). After six cycles of selection all populations evaluated were significantly earlier than the 
check (Table 23). MRRS also significantly reduced plant and ear height. Nonsignificant 
changes for plant height were observed in BS21(R)xBS22(R), but significant reductions in 
height were observed in the population BS22(R) per se as well as in TC. 
In general, H99 seems to have higher frequency of favorable dominant alleles, especially 
for shorter plants, which may have reduced lodging. Thus, undesirable alleles present in 
BS22(HI) may be masked by alleles in the tester, making the selection for traits such as 
lodging less efficient and reducing the variance for this trait. 
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Table 22. Correlated response to selection (% cycle"^) to plant and ear height (cm) and GDU 
to mid-pollen and to mid-silking ("C) after six (grcles of reciprocal recurrent 
selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent selection with use of inbred lines 
(HI). 
Plant Ear GDU 





















- 0 . 6 4  
- 0 . 6 7  - 0 . 2 1  
- 1 . 7 9  - 2 . 7 1  






- 0 . 3 3  
- 0 . 4 5  - 0 . 4 5  
















- 0 . 7 1  - 0 . 7 1  
j 
Table 23. Means across environments for eight agronomic traits evaluated in BS21 and BS22 populations after reciprocal 
recurrent selection (R) and modified reciprocal recurrent selection with use of inbred lines (HI). 
Cycle Yield Moisture Plant Ear Lodging GDU 
Population height height Root Stalk Pollen Silk 
Mg ha' % cm 0/ .^ "C -• 
1 BS2I(HI) 0 5.871 21.4 206 93 5.8 10.6 760.2 783.8 
6 5.491 22.9 171 73 1.5 7.5 706.9 743.0 
II BS22(HI) 0 6.000 22.7 206 89 7.8 11.4 761.6 784.2 
6 5.710 24.3 194 74 2.9 9.7 727.2 755.6 
III BS21(R) 0 5.871 21.4 206 93 5.8 10.6 760.2 783.8 
6 5.814 23.4 200 91 1.9 6.3 741.6 759.7 
IV BS22(R) 0 6.000 22.7 206 89 7.8 11.4 761.6 784.2 
6 6.098 22.1 187 81 4.8 7.4 714.3 738.5 
V BS2i(HI)xA632 0 6.541 20.9 227 103 6.1 9.6 781.7 792.9 
6 7.564 22.5 210 92 2.4 6.9 753.6 777.1 
VI BS2i(R)xA632 0 6.541 20.9 227 103 6.1 9.6 781.7 792.9 
6 7.357 21.7 226 99 4.1 6.6 762.6 771.3 
VII BS22(HI)xH99 0 7.045 23.5 199 78 2.3 6.5 763.4 785.3 
6 7.851 23.5 198 75 3.6 5.7 732.2 758.6 
VIII BS22(R) X H99 0 7.045 23.5 199 78 2.3 6.5 763.4 785.3 
6 7.551 22.5 191 77 0.9 5.0 737.9 756.5 
IX BS21(HI)xBS22(Hl) 0 5.993 21.6 206 89 6.5 10.3 752.4 777.7 
6 6.566 23.2 186 77 1.9 7.1 696.4 736.7 
X BS21(R)xBS22(R) 0 5.993 21.6 206 89 6.5 10.3 752.4 777.7 
6 7.470 22.9 207 91 3.1 6.9 720.5 744.7 
A632xH99 8.367 21.9 214 85 1.7 3.4 780.8 792.5 
LSD (0,05) CojCfi vs. Coi Cg 0.704 1.2 7 6 3.9 5.0 15.1 9.8 
LSD (0.05) Co.Cfi vs. check 0.862 1.4 9 7 4.8 6 . 2  18.5 12.0 
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CONCLUSION 
I f  nonadditive types of gene action other than complete dominance are not important in 
explaining heterosis in maize, use of inbred lines as testers could be as efficient as use of a 
heterotic population as tester. If the inl)red line (tester) has high frequency of favorable 
alleles, however, the tester can mask the presence of unfavorable recessive alleles in the 
population under selection. On the other hand, if the heterosis observed in cross populations 
is mainly due to &vorable linkage blocks with or without epistatic effects and/or due to 
epistatic interactions, use of inbred lines as testers instead of a population could be as 
efficient as the use of population as long as the line is a good representative of the 
corresponding heterotic group. This may be an explanation for the response to MRRS 
observed by Landi and Frascaroli (1995). They observed a higher response to selection in 
the cross population than in either testcross population. Lambert (1984) also reported 
significant response to MRRS in the cross population (5.3%). Unfortunately, none of these 
studies conducted a parallel RRS program to compare directly the response of RRS with 
MRRS. 
For this experiment the question remains: how good are A632 and H99 as testers forBS21 
and BS22 respectively? A review of the pedigrees of these populations (Table 1) suggests 
that it is not valid to classify them as either Lancaster Sure Crop or Reid Yellow Dent types. 
If this is correct, A632 (Reid Yellow Dent line) was not an appropriate tester for BS21 when 
the objective is to increase the performance of BS21 in cross with BS22. However, since 
BS21 has a broad genetic base, it may be possible to change gene frequencies in this 
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population to increase its SCA with A632 and make this population more non-Reid Yellow 
Dent type. 
The same situation also could be valid for BS22. H99 is an elite line that combines well 
with A632, but it is not necessarily the best tester for BS22. Moreover, masking effects of 
H99 seem to explain the lack of response in BS22 for certain traits under selection and lower 
estimates of genetic variance in the testcross population. 
If heterosis does not exist, it could be created if enough variability exists in the base 
populations. Reciprocal recurrent selection seems to be more efficient in differentiating both 
populations and increasing the heterosis between them than MRRS. Using reciprocally the 
other population as tester was a more efficient means to increase the performance of the cross 
population than to use H99 and A632 inbred lines as testers in these populations. Reciprocal 
recurrent selection is a safer choice when the heterotic pattern is unknown, and it is a 
selection method to develop new heterotic patterns. 
Discrepancies between predicted and observed response are a common phenomenon in 
evaluation experiments (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988; Holthaus and Lamkey, 1995; Betran 
and Hallauer, 1996b). Realized response to selection for yield in this experiment was 25 to 
50% of the predicted response. Overestimation of heritability in the selection environments 
may be one reason in explaining this difference. 
Predicted response to selection for each cycle was calculated by multiplying the selection 
differential by the heritability estimated for that cycle. Heritability was calculated from 
estimates of variance obtained in the selection trial. These trials were evaluated in two or 
three locations in one year. Thus, the estimates of GxE and heritabilities were based on 
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inadequate sampling of reference populations of environments. Consequently, estimates of 
genetic variance may include a portion of the real GxE, (genotypes x year and genotypes x 
year x location) producing an overestimation of heritability (Comstock and Moll, 1963). 
This bias should be proportional to the importance of GxE in the trait. 
Some portion of dominance variance (GD) can be included in the estimates of genetic 
variance (o^ obtained from the testcross yield trial for MRRS, since these progenies 
correspond to flill-sib families within a half-sib family. The possibility of an overestimation 
of CTg due to od is not expected to increase the difference between observed and expected 
response, however, because direct response to selection was measured in crosses with the 
same tester used during the selection process. The effect of dominance, however, can 
explain differences observed between direct and indirect response to selection in the cross 
population (BS21(HI) x BS22(HI) vs. BS21(R) x BS22(R)). 
Average estimates of ag in the TC populations were similar, independently of the method 
of selection used, except for BS22(HI)TC, which had lower estimates of CTg for yield and root 
and stalk lodging. This difference can be explained by masking effect of the tester, H99. 
Direct responses to RRS in BS21(R)xBS22(R) were highly significant for yield 
(4.37% cycle"^), grain moisture (1.06% cycle'^), root lodging (-10.96% cycle'^), and stalk 
lodging (-7.55% cycle"'). Lower, but significant direct responses to MRRS were observed in 
BS21(HI)xA632 for yield (2.81% cycle"'), grain moisture (1.28% cycle"'), root lodging 
(-9.05% cycle"'), and stalk lodging (-7.05% cycle"'). 
Modified reciprocal recurrent selection was not effeaive for improving BS22(HI)xH99. 
Direct response to selection in this testcross population was only observed for yield (1.63% 
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cycle"'), which was a significantly lower rate of response than the observed in the other two 
cross populations. There was no change in grain moisture, and a nonsignificant increase in 
percentage or root lodging (9.42% cycle*') and a nonsignificant reduction in stalk lodging 
(-2.05% cycle-'). 
Reciprocal recurrent selection was as efficient as MRRS for improving the performance 
of BS21 and BS22 in crosses with A632 and H99, respectively. Neither RRS nor MRRS was 
effective for improving yield in the populations per se. Correlated responses to selection 
included significant reductions in plant and ear height and time to flowering in all 
populations and cross populations, except in BS21(R)xBS22(R), for which no change in 
height was observed. 
Reciprocal recurrent selection was more effective than MRRS for improving the 
performance of the population cross BS21xBS22, and it was at least as effective as MRRS 
for improving the performance of the populations in crosses with the inbred line testers. In 
the future, however, higher response to selection is expected in BS21(HI) using A632 as 
tester than in any other population. It seems the efficiency of MRRS compared to RRS is 
highly dependent on the choice of the tester. 
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